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NYC proposal may
be felt nationwide
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Microsoft entered what has become
the iPod's industry on Tuesday,
releasing their Zune digital music and
video player. Microsoft is relying on
unique features like wireless sharing to
help differentiate the Zune from
Apple's popular player.

"Now we are
finding out
that trans fat
1s even worse
for us than
saturated fat."

LINES FORMING
FOR THE CHANCE
The PlayStation 3 gaming console
hits shelves Friday, but it won't stay
there long. With only an estimated
400,000 units shipping, video game
fans have already begun lining up in
front of stores to make sure that they
take one home on day one.

Two players go up for a disc on Sunday during
the Second Annual Kennel Kickoff tournament
The Dogs ofWar, UCF~ Ultimate Frisbee team,
won the event,which featured 14 teams.

ANDY JACOBSOHNI CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
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PREMED STUD~JT
ORGANIZATIONS TO
HOLD DATE AUCTION
Several premed groups will hold a
date auction Thursday evening.The
annual event, held on the Patio Stage
ofthe Student Union, will feature
both men and women, with the
highest bidders getting special prizes. .

FIVE DEAD IN CAR'S
HEAD-ON COLLISION
WITH DUMP TRUCK

•

•
•

•
•

•

Five occupants of a car were killed
Tuesday when their vehicle crashed
head on with a dump truck, authorities said.The accident happened about
12:18 p.m. when a 1996 Nissan Maxima attempted to pass several vehicles.

CATHOLIC BISHOPS
DEVELOP GUIDELINES
TO REACH OUT TO GAYS
U.S. Roman Catholic bishops
approved Qew guidelines for
treatment of gay parishioners.
Despite their desire to accommodate
gays, they affirmed the church stance
that same-sex relationships are
"disordered."
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Ultimate
Frisbee team heads
to finals after win
BRITTANY CURRRIER
Contributing Writer

Bill Igar, president of the Ultimate
Frisbee Club, had never played a game
of "disc" in his life when he arrived at
UCF. He happened by a group of students playing on the lawn by the
Chemistry Building, where a handful
of friends formed the club fout years
ago, and a passion was born.
At first, Igar only played once a
week to condition himself for soccer

games.
When it came time to
make a choke between the
two sports, he chose the Ultimate
Frisbee Club because of the opportunity to compete against other colleges,
instead of just other teams in Orlando.
But some say it's more than just a
club.
The Dogs of War, UCF's Ultimate
Frisbee team, is sanctioned by the.
Ultimate Players Association. That
means they are eligible to compete
against 500 other teams for the national title - but first they have to get
through sectionals and regionals.
They're well on their way after
hosting and winning the "Second
Annual Kennel Kickoff tournament
on Saturday and Sunday.
Fourteen teams competed for the
title. Twelve teams were from Florida
schools, including University of Flori-

da,
Rollins
College, University of Miami and Univer sity of South Florida; two teams,
Kennesaw State and Charleston, were
from out of state.
"We split the UCF squad up into
two teams, UCF Black and UCF
Gold," said junfor and tournament
director Steve Schade.
Both teams went 6-0 on Saturday.
UCF Black lost in the semifin als on
Sunday to the University of Miami,
coming in third place.
But UCF Gold beat Charleston to
advance to the finals, where they
dominated Miami
"The tournament was a success
and everyone had a great time,"
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International speakers
discuss Europe's future
Contributing Writer

Never before has UCF been so.
spaced-out.
UCF became the forum for the future
of the space industry Thursday through
Sunday as the UCF chapter of Students
for the Exploration and Development of
Space brought SpaceVISion 2006 to Central Florida
SpaceVision, a national space ~ngi
neering conference held annually by
chapters of SEDS at universities around
the country, celebrated its 25th anniversary this year, gathering members of
SEDS chapters and space enthusiasts
from around the nation to share in an allinclusive look into the future of the international space industry.
UCF won the bid for hosting the convention over the University of Arizona at

Recent food regulations proposed by
the New Yo:i;k City Board of Health
would affect not only the state of New
York but would also be likely to have a
domino effect on restaurants across the
nation.
New York
City proposed
restaurant regulations last
month
that
would limit the
use of trans fat
in food prepa- •
ration to only
minuscule
amounts. The
regulations
would
also
force restaurants to Clisplay
- MEGHAN VAN CAMP
UCF DIETICIAN
the amount of
calories in each
of their foods.
"There's a lot of trans fat that [the
food service industry] came up with to
replace some of the saturated fat and add
a lot of taste," said Meghan Van Camp, a•
UCF dietician who works in the Recreation & Wellness Center. "Now we are
finding out that trans fat is even worse for
us than saturated fat."
Though the trans fat ban' would not
extend beyond the city, experts believe
that because of the scope of New York's
food service industry,•which is home to
around 24,600 establishments, the regulation would trigger nationwide change.
Shortly after the proposed regulation,
Kentucky Fried Chicken announced that
it would stop using hydrogenated fat, also
known as trans fat, in all of its foods,
except for biscuits, potpies and some
desserts. This change affected all of its
restaurants nationwide.
The reason it could not conunit to a
complete elimination. of trans fat, the

COURTESY SEDS

SEDS member Brian Zollman poses next to a space-suited
mannequin at SpaceVision 2006. The suit was part of the
flight simulator set up by the Orbital Commerce Project. .

A vast array ofaccents could be heard
discussing contemporary European
issues as UCF professors and students,
international visitors and members of
the community gathered ·at the Fairwinds Alumni Center on Monday.
Three separate panels . and two
keynote speakers addressed social, political and economic issues in a conference
titled The Futtire of Europe: ·T he Ties
that Bind and Divide.
Officials also announced that Prime
Minister Tony Blair's wife, Cherie
Booth, will be speaking at. UCF in January.
The purpose of the conference, sponsored by UCF and several other organizations, was "to enhance international
awareness and relations," accordillg to
Sibille Pritchard of Brooksville Development Corporation.
Part of that enhancing awareness
may be identifying problems, both pres-

ent and future. According to keynote
speaker Gerard Baker, U.S. editor and
assistant editor of The Times (London),
Europe is in the midst of a crisis, and the
problem is four-fold. ·
First, the euro, a symbol of emerging
power first introduced by the Maastricht Treaty of 1992, has retarded the
continent's economic growth. Interest
rates are too low for its rapidly growing
members and too high for the slower
members, causing a "one-size-fits-all
monetary problem" which is really a
"one-size-fits-none," Baker said.
With the fall of the Berlin Wall, the
dissolution of the Soviet Union and the
progress of the European Union, "consensus around the 1990s was Europe was
the future," Baker said.
Now more than halfway through the
following decade, Europe's future isn't
looking as bright. The EU faces a shrinking population, making its second problem a demographic challenge. With its
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Fitness orientation

2 children in Lake County boat
sinking feared dead

The Recreation· and Wellness Center will be holding fitness orientations today from
noon to 5 p.m., with the initial
meeting in Room 204.
These scheduled 60-minute
sessions are designed to introduce students to the machines
and facilities of the recreation
center.
For more information, contact Stephanie Gaski at (407)
823-2408.

Mood workshop
The Counseling Center will
hold a workshop on how to
improve your mood today from
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the Counseling Center, Building 27.
There will be activities
aimed at improving your mood
as well as strategies on how to
feel happier and think more
positively.
Students must sign up in
advance to participate.
For more information, contact Larry Marks at (407) 82328ll.

International Movie Night
The International Services
Center will hold International
Movie Night today from 5 to 8
p.m. in the Barbara Ymg Center.
The featured movie will be
the Indian film Dil Chahta Hai
and will be shown on a 150-inch
projection screen.
For more information, contact Paul Schatz at (407) 8235491.

COURTESY EMILYKRAUSMANN

The Outdoor Adventure Program at the Recreation &Wellness Center features an array of activities that includes caving, mountain biking, hiking, canoeing, scuba diving, kayaking and more.

TAKING ADVENTURE TO

FMLA meeting
The Feminist Majority
Leadership Alliance will hold a
meeting on Wednesday at 5
p.m. at the gazebo next to the
UCF Bookstore.
The gro:up will discuss the
campaign to get Plan B offered
over-the-counter at UCF. Current members, new members
and students interested in joining are welcome to attend.
For more · information,
contact FMLA . at FMLA_
at_UCF@gmail.com.

Course open to
all on T,hursday
NICOLE BLAKE
Contributing Writer

LOCAL WEATHER

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to (407) 4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
"edition.

Thursday

TODAY IN DETAIL

Today
MOSTLY SUNNY

High:85° Low:68°

EUSTIS - Two children
missing after their family's boat
sank in a Central Florida lake
were feared dead; authorities
said
The search for Eric and
Katelin Singleton on Lake Yale
changed from rescue to recovery as time continued to lapse
after their Sunday night boating
accident. Authorities halted the
search Monday night.
.
Crews on Monday found
two children's life jackets,
though it was unclear if the two
were wearing them, Florida
Fish and Wtldlife Conservation
Commission officer Kat Kelley
said.
''.A miracle is possible, but
based on the witness statements, the weather conditions,
air, water temps, we feel too
much time has gone by;" Kelley
said
Eric, 8, and Katelin, 2, were
on the lake with their father,
mother and an infant sibling
when their 16-foot recreational
boat sank.
The recovered boat didn't
immediately yield clues about
the accident, but authorities
said the boat. filled quickly with
water.
Kelley said the father, Eric
Singleton, 36, was able to paddle
to shore with the infant, then
slog more than a mile through
swampland to the nearest home
for help.
About an hour and 20 minutes after a 911 call, authorities
found the mother floating in the
water with a life jacket, Kelley
said She was taken to the ·hospital · for
treatment for
hypothermia.
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•

Judge rules state must wait to
audit votes in congressional race

What do kayaking, hiking
and scuba diving all have in
common? They're . alive and
wellatUCF.
Through the UCF .Recreation and Wellness Center's
Outdoor Adventure program,
Premed Date Auction
UCF students can defy their
The Pre-Professional Med- ·
limits in an outdoor setting and
satisfy their passion for these
ical Society, Minority Assoc4ttion of Pre-Health Students
types of challenges and adventures.
and Premed American Medical
The Outdoor Adventure
Student Association will hold .
program came to UCF about
-their third annual date auction
five years ago and has since
on Thurs.d ay at 6 p.m. at the
blossomed into an array of
Patio Stage of the Student
Union.
activities that include caving
and mountain biking; canoeing
· Those attending will get the
and kayaking at Lake Claire;
chance to bid on both men and
women, and there Will be spethe Climbing Tower in the
COURTESY EMILYKRAUSMANN
Recreation and Wellness Cen- The Challenge Course is a series of low and high elements and obstades used for exercise as well as building communication skills and trust.
cial prizes given to the highest
ter and the Challenge Course.
bidders.
All proceeds from the event .
Although the cdurse is usu- forms as a team. Activities on elements on the course, groups everyone had to crawl in the
benefit the organizations putally available only for regis- the ground help to build trust may be given certain restraints. dark with flash lights, she said.
tered student organizations, all and communication between For example, if a group is very It was cold inside of the cave
ting on the event.
students will have an opportu- the groups before moving on to physically active then they and everyone had to wear helFor more information, connity to experience what makes the more difficult portions of might have a physical restraint mets to protect their heads
tact Mary Ta at Mary@ppmedthe unique design of these mul- the course, Krausmann said
society.com
that doesn't allow them to use from the rocky roof ofthe cave.
tiple ropes courses so challeng'Mer you've gone through their left leg,' Krausmann said
Another aspect of the proing.
those rope courses, you're Through different techniques, gram is the 41-foot-high ClimbOpen Mic Knight
"We want to make what the - invincible," said Renee Luers- weaknesses are exposed, and ing Tower inside of the Recre- .
The Campus Activities
students want, and I believe Gillispie, UCF head softball the ii:istructors help the group ation and Wellness Center. The
Board's, comedy and variety
the students want'the opportu- coach. ''You believe you can do to discuss what went well and tower has about 20 different
committees will host Open Mic
nity to come out and [climb at anything; it is that empowering what they need to work on as a routes, from beginner to
Knight on Thursday from 7 to
10 p.m. at Wackadoo's in the
night] with their friends:' said to be able to do this ropes team.
advanced levels and features
Emily Krausmann, the UCF course and to have a whole ' Although this month's nine ropes.
Student Union.
outdoor adventure challenge team go through it."
The event is open to everyeveQt will highlight the chal"The fist time it was scary
· course head facilitator.
·
one to come and share their talThe UCF softball team is lenge course, the Outdoor because you had to trust some- .
On Nov.16 Outdoor Adven- just one of.the groups on cam- Adventure program also pro- one to hold you up, and I didn't
ents.
For more information, con- · ture will be hosting its first- pus that uses the Challenge vides overnight c~ping and know the person who was
tact Mike Newman at (407)
ever night climb, where any Course to strengthen commu- hiking trips to different parts of holding me up," said Kevin
UCF student can coordinate nication skills, and it gives the country. The trips are open . Copeland, a recent UCF gradu:.
823-6471.
strategies and complete the players and coaches the oppor- to any UCF student who signs ate. "Now ifs a race between
high ahd low elements that tunity to see who the leaders up for the trip if prior registra- me and the clock or someone
UCF Jazz Band concert
make up the Challenge Course. are in certain situations and tion is required. Last month else going against me."
The UCF Jazz Band will
Students will have the who makes up the support students traveled to Tennessee
Copeland is a true outdoor
hold a concert on Thursday
opportunity to experience The group.
for a white-water rafting and adventurer and he tries to take
from 8 to 10 p.m. in the audito- .
Wall, which is a low element
The Challenge course is "a caving trip.
rium of the Visual Arts Buildat least two outdoor trips every
on the ground where groups quick way to regain trust in the
ing.
"We're not pitching tents, month. He hopes to use his
must work together to get an athletes," said Stefanie Nation, but you can be a beginner get- skills, quickness and love for
The Jazz Band will be playentire team over an 8-foot wall. UCF bowling club assistant ting to know the outdoors," the outdoors in order to take
ing under the direction of Jeff
Low elements must be com- coach.
Rupert. The concert will also
on the night climb this month.
Krausmann said
'·
pleted before going into the air
The players use what they ·
feature saxophone soloist Mike
Her first trip with Outdoor
"I am rather excited,
for high elements, such as the . learn on the course to get Adventure was to a cave in because I have never done that
Tomaro.
Island Hoppers, where groups things done as a team.
Admission is free w;ith a
Tennessee. The scenery inside course and I have driven past,it
have to jump across mini platWhile· using the different the cave was very low and for five years," Copeland said
UCF ID and $10 for the general
public.
For more information, contact Jeff Rupert at (407) 8232869.
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Today: Sunshine with few clouds
throughout the day. Winds south at
10to20 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy, with thunderstorms in the late-night hours. Winds
south at 10 to 20 mph.
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Friday
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High:74°
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Low:49°

SARASOTA - A circuit
court judge Tuesday ordered a
temporary delay of a state audit
into allegations of electronic
voting systems malfunction in a
close southwest Florida congressional race until both candidates can get their own experts
involved in the investigation.
Sarasota Circuit Judge Deno
· Economou's order does not halt
an ongoing recount in the congressional race to replace U.S.
Rep. Katherine Harris.
Electronic voting machines
in Sarasota County reported
18,382 people - about one in
eight voters - did not vote for
either
Republican
Vern
Buchanan or Democrat Christine Jennings but made choices
in other races. That rate was
much higher than other counties in the district.
Lawyers for both ·candidates
told the judge at an emergency
hearing Tuesday they wanted
their own experts on hand to
participate with an audit team
sent to Sarasota by Florida Secretary of State Sue Cobb. The
team had expected to begin .
testing machines on Wednesday.
Buchanan currently leads
Jennings by only 377 votes about 0.2 percent. The recount
continued Tuesday. .
All parties are due back in
court Thursday to _set a new
timetable for the audit.

•

•
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Five dead in car's midday head-on
collision with dump truck
MINNEOLA - Five occupants of a car were killed Tuesday when thei'J: vehicle crashed
head on with a dump truck,
authorities said.
The accident happened
about 12:18 p.m. when a 1996
Nissan Maxima attempted to
pass several vehicles on County
Road 474 west of U.S. Highway
27 in Lake County; said Trooper
Kim Miller, a spokeswoman for
the Florida Highway Patrol
The crash triggered a fire
and all occupants of the car
died, Miller said
"It
completely
was
engulfed," Miller said ''.And the
five people burned up inside."
The driver of the truck was
airlifted to a hospital in critical
condition, Miller said.
None of the victims was
identified. Miller said she
believed all the dead were adult
males in their 20s.

•
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Students give back, fill
up with A Taste of UCF
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FABIOLA NORRIS
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Contributing Writer

More than 700 people
·packed the Pegasus Ballroom in
• the Student Union on Thursday
to have A Taste of UCF - a
fund-raiser organized in the
style of A Taste of Orlando and
A Taste of Oviedo.
The event was created and
directed by Melanie Reese, a ·
sophomore event planning
major, as a fundraiser for the
Children's Home Society.
Free food was served up
fro:i;n the likes ofJeremiah's Italian Ice, Tijuana Flats, Gooding's
Catering, Hot Dog Heaven,
Crispers, Vocelli Pizza and
many others who came out to
support the cause. Donations
were voluntary, and there was
no cost to enter the event.
COURTESY MELANIE REESE
. Reese came up with the idea Employees man a Tijuana Flats tasting stand at the ATaste of UCF fund-raiser on Thursday.
for A Taste ofUCF while work~
ing at Health South, a physical participants enjoyed'f ree rafiles er.
therapy clinic on University that offered gift certificates to
"I was selling my idea to
Boulevard One of the patients participating restaurants. A them," Reese said "I was giving
at the clinic happened to be a freestyle dance contest drew them the opportunity to.come
volunteer for CHS, and told some to their feet, while others into school and let students
Reese about its goals as a non- · · ju5t enjoyed the music from the sample their food"
profit organization. Reese DJ and mingled with other s~Reese does not want the
learned that CHS is one of dents.
.
fundraiser to be a one-time
Florida's oldest private non"I like it so far, I'll definitely experi,ence.
profit organizations, designed donate some money," said
"The goal is to make it an
to provide services to children Brandon Miller, a marketing annual event," Reese said.
and families.
.
major.
"There's room for improve- ·.
'" ) Her love for childien and her .
Reese felt that setting up a ment."
previous work in philanthropic large-scale fund-raiser would
The day's turnout was douproje_c ts sparked Reese's inter- generate higher profits and be ble the projected attendance,
est in fundraising for CHS.
more effective than something and vendors had to make sever''Florida is fifth in the nation small, such as a candy gram. al trips in order to supply everyfor child abuse and neglect, so Flying solo on the project, she one.
raising money for this organiza- spent two and a half months in
"Since the event was held
tion benefits everyone," she the planning stages.
before a holiday, we didn't think
"It was hard to get people to so many people would attend,"
said.
Though she's only in her participate," Reese said "They Reese said
second year of school, Reese didn't quite see what I was try"Its been extremely busy, but
has taken her major to heart; A ing to do.''.
that's a good thin:g because we
Taste of UCF was her second
After finding restaurants are getting so many donations,"
large-scale event at UCF. Last that agreed to commit, Reese said Courtney Dake, a sophoyear, Reese and her fellow Lead wrote up her proposal and sent more majoring in radiology
Scholars teamed up with the it to Lead Scholars, who agreed who volunteered at the event. A
Boys and Girls Town of Central to sponsor the project.
Taste of UCF raised about
· . Florida, an organization dediIn order to get the 'r estau- $1,370 dollars for CHS.
j
cated to helping orphans, to rants to commit without Gharg"100% of the vendors said
create a furniture-selling fund- ing, Reese created a list of how that they would love to particiraiser that raised $15,000. '
each restaurant could benefit pate again next year arid to save
In addition to food tasting, from appearing at the fundrais- them a spot," ~ese said
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Towers of Waterford Lakes I 504 N Alafaya Trail, Suite 101

WEEKLY SPECIALS
MONDAY: Hospitality Night
$1 Drafts, $3 Glass·of red or white wine,
$2.75 well drinks from·10pm-lam.

TUESDAY: College Night
$1 Drafts, $2 Fl~vored Bombs,
$2.75 well drinks from 10pm-1am.

THURSDAY: ladies Nitbt
Ladies drink free from 10pm-12am.

FRIDAY: Flight Nipt
·Sample 6 different micrabrews for $8
from 10pm-1am.

First Year Students

I

Have voumet with vour Academic Advisor?
(t, Are vou contused about which courses vou
need to take?
~ Do vou want someone to look at what
classes vou chose tor Spring?
"1 Do vou have questions about minors?
"1 Are vou thinking about chanuinu or
declaring a maior?

-_,

~

.

.

.

~

~t the Marketplace_

Thursday, Novembe___ __
Lunch 11 :00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

all-you:..care-to-eat for only $6.75·
Included with your Dining Membership:; .

-_;;/J;t

~ '.::?!'~,,;;- -_, ,.;:. ·~

Don't forget to stop by the Marketplace this November l6tluind enjoy a
-~
.
wonderful! Fall menu specially designed by our RFoC Chefs:
Oven Roasted Turkey, Autumn Spice<;I Glazed Ham, Seafood Pasta ,
Caramelized Onion Mashed Potatoes, Cornbread Stuffing, Maple and
Brown Sugar Baked Yams, Wild Rice with Dried Fruit and Pecans,
Squash, Ambrosi~ Grandma's Chicken Soup, Assorted Pies, and more.

Make an appointment todav!

First Year Advising and· Exoloration
Phillips Hall 116
(4011 823-3189

..
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Keep current with headlines you may have missed
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What's in the news at
colleges around the country

At JMU, orange ribbons an
invitation to civil discourse
HARRISONBURG, Va-A
group of James Madison University students has found a
way to stimulate civilized discourse, even among strangers
- no mean feat at a sprawling
school of 17,000 students
enrolled in 90 academic programs.
Through an initiative
dubbed OrangeBand, students
dangle bright orange ribbons
from their clothes or backpacks as an invitation to others
to discuss issues of common
interest in a civil manner.
Organizers are looking to
set up the OrangeBand format
of civil discussion at other colleges and high schools. Chapters have been started at the
University of Utah, Wartburg
College in Iowa and James
Madison High School in northern Virginia.
. The organization began in
February 2003 during the divisive debate leading up to the
war in Iraq. Kai Degner, then a
JMU senior, said he found out
that one of his classmates had
been called up to serve in the
Persian Gulf.
.
A potential faraway conflict
suddenly had a presence right
on campus, yet nobody was
talking about it, and Degner
said he felt he had to do something. His idea was to get people talking about war. The
OrangeBand soon turned into
a movement to connect with
strangers through conversa- .
tions about all things that matter to people, he said.

Iowa colleges consider smokefree campuses
AMES, Iowa - The days of
taking cigarette breaks in
between classes may soon end
for many college students
across Iowa
.
Several colleges are consid-:
ering ·campuswide smoking
bans, including the· University
of Iowa, Des Moines Area
Community College and
Drake University. The push
against cigarettes follows a
U.S. surgeon general report
released in June that ·a sserts
there are no risk-free levels of
secondhand smoke.
Iowa State mulled a canipuswide policy but a committee is instead endorsing a ban
on smoking within 25 feet of
occupied university buildings.
"I ' completely disagree,''
says Amanda Elmore, an Iowa
State junior from Minnesota.
"If you are outside, you should
be able to smoke."
Some experts say even ·outside smoking can produce
toxic second-hand smoke.
George Weiner, director of a
cancer research and care center at the University of Iowa,
says it's difficult to study the
effects of second-hand smoke
outdoors. But at the very least,
he says, outdoor smoke can be
irritating to those with asthma

Federal monitor finds $42 million
misspent at NJ. med school
NEWARK, N.J. - A staterun medical school illegally
billed nearly $36 million in
Medicare and Medicaid services and has paid $5.7 million
to doctors since 2002 for illegal
referrals, according to a federal monitor's report released
Monday.
Fraud monitor Herbert J.
Stern. reported that cardiologists were essentially given noshow teaching jobs at the University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey at
salaries of $150,000 or more for
referring patients to the
school.
University officials paid
$2.2 million to settle a whistleblower's lawsuit; but the payout wasn't reported to the
monitor or properly authorized by the school, according
to the report, first reported
Sunday by The Star-Ledger of
Newark..
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Bathmr Dambuza, left, and Lmdrwe Radebe show off their engagement rings in
Johannesburg on Tuesday. South Africa approved legislation recognizing gay marriages.

Roman Catholic bishops approve
new guidelines on gay ministry
BALTIMORE
The
nation's Roman Catholic bishops approved new guidelines
Tuesday on outreach to gays,
trying to support gay parishioners while strictly affirming
the church stance that samesex relationships are "disordered."
Gay Catholic activists
immediately judged the document a failure that will push
gay and lesbians away from
the church.
. The statement, ·~Ministry
to Persons with a Homosexual Inclination,~ upholds the
Catholic prohibition agaip.st
same-gender marriage and
adoption by gay or lesbian
couples.
Under the guidelines,
parishes must instruct gays to
remain celibate. The bishops
are also discouraging gays
from making "general public
self-disclosures" within their
churches about their sexual
orientation.
The 194-:37 vote, with one
abstention, came at a meeting
of the U.S. Conference of
Catholic Bishops.
Sam Sinnett, president of
DignityUSA, an advocacy
· group for gay Catholics, said
the new guidelines reflect the
· bishops' ignorance about sexuality. He said the document
would alienate gays.

South African lawmakers pass .
gay marriage legislation
CAPE TOWN, South
Africa - South African lawmakers passed legislation recognizing gay marriages on
Tuesday despite criticism
from both traditionalists and
gay activists.
The bill, unprecedented on
a continent where homosexuality is taboo, was decried by
gay activists for not going far
enough and by opponents
who warned it ''was provoking God's anger."
South Africa's constitution
was the first in the world to
prohibit discrimination on the
basis of sexual orientation,
even though South Africa ·
remains conservative on such
issues.
Homosexuality is illegal in
Zimbabwe, Kenya, Uganda,
N'igeria, Tanzania, Ghana and
most other sub-Saharan countries. Some countries also are
debating
constitutional
amendments to ban same-sex
marriages. Even in South
Africa, gays and lesbians are
often attacked because of
their sexual orientation.
To ease some concerns, the
bill allowed both religious and
civil officers to refuse to
marry same-sex couples on
moral grounds.
The bill was drafted to
comply with a Constitutional
Court ruling last December
that said existing marriage
legislation was unconstitutional because it discriminated against same-sex couples.
· The court set a Dec. I deadline
for parliament to change the
law.
~eating of Hispanic teen in Texas

possibly racially motivated

HOUSTON - An 18-yearold skinhead went on tr ial
Tues~y on charges he beat a
Hispanic teen and sodoplized,
him with a plastic pipe for try-

ing to kiss a white girl
David Henry Tuck is
charged with aggravated sexual assault in the April attack
on the 17-year:.old boy, who
spent more than three months
. in a hospital.
Keith Robert Turner, 17, is
to be tried next month on the
same charge. If convicted,
they would each face five
years to life in prison.
Prosecutor Mike 'frent told
the jury a girl said that the Hispanic teen tried to kiss her at a
party in the Houston suburb
of Spring, and that the girl's
brother hit him, Trent said.
'frent told jurors Tuck
kicked the victim with steeltoed boots . then sodomized
him with part of a patio
umbrella as he "lay naked and
bleeding in the backyard."
Trent showed the jury the
pipe.
Tuck also tried to slash
something into the victim's
chest, burned him with cigarettes and doused him with
bleach, 'frent said
Tuck's attorneys have
argued the attack was not
racially motivated. In a videotaped statement that the jury
will not see because it was
given after Tuck asked for an
attorney, Tuck said he
believed the victim had sexually assaulted Tuck's friend's
sister.

TIMES: 9:00 am - 11:45 am and 12:45 pm - 4:45 pm
DATES: October 23, 24, 25, 26, 31
November 1-3, 6-9, 10, 13-16, 20, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30
$1 S for students {disco unted for pre-paid health fee)

COST: $20 for facu lty & st aff

· (must have UCF.10 and be free o f any acute illness at t i me of appointment)

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
To make an appointment call 407-823-3850
Note: Faculty, staff, or students with Blue Cross/Blue Shield insurance: call 407-8233850 and ask for the BC/BS scheduler. BC/BS of Florida for state employees will only
pay for the Flu vaccine for those 50 years of age or older.
Pregnant students, staff and faculty MUST.have written approval from their OB/GYN
before the vaccine will be administered .
.

.

Rumsfeld, other officials face
lawsuit with war crime charges
BERLIN - Lawyers for
inmates of Iraq's Abu Ghraib
prison and Guantanamo Bay
asked German prosecutors
Tuesday to open a war crimes
investigation of outgoing
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld and other U.S. officials for their alleged roles in
abuse at the detention centers.
The lawsuit, which also
names 13 other U.S. officials,
was sent to federal prose~u
tors under a German law that
allows the prosecution of war
crimes regardless of where
they were committed. It
alleges that Rumsfeld personally ordered and condoned
torture.
There have been 11 convictions and about a dozen
courts-martial in the U.S.
related to Abu Ghraib
The suit is brought on
behalf of 12 alleged torture
victims -11 Iraqis held at Abu
Ghraib and Mohamad al-Qahtani, a Saudi being held at the
U.S. military prison in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, who has
been identified by the U.S. as a
would-be participant in the
Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.
Captured in December
2001 along the AfghanistanPakistan border, al-Q;ihtani
would not crack under normal
questioning, so Rumsfeld
approved harsher methods,
according to the testimony
before Congress.
· Aft~r FBI agents raised
concerns, military investigators began reviewing the case
and in July 2005 said they confirmed abusive and degrading
treatment that included forcing al-Qahtani to wear a bra,
dance with anotl:wr man,
stand naked in front of
women, and behave like a dog.
The Pentagon determined "no
torture occurred."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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The,IJniveiisity of Central Florida:
"Announces ~ Public Foruln:
&

"':':

A '.'.Cotine~ting the ~niv(:ts.ity Community" event, sponsored by UCF's Global Perspectives Office, UCF's Office of
International Studies, UCF's Office of Undergraduate Studies, UCF's Student Government Association UCF's
Me~oP,cilitan Ce~ter fo~ R~gional Studie;, U~F's Political Scie~ce D.epar,tment, UCF's Center for Mulcilin~al Studies,
UCF s International Services Center, UCF s College ofEducanon, UCF s Career Services, the Orlando Sentinel and
the Global Connections Foundation.

"Genocide and Slavery in Sudan"
Author of

r

Esr;ape From Slavery
Francis Bok, born in 1979,
is a Dinka tribesman and
former Sudanese slave turned
abolitionist. On May 15, 1986,
at the age of seven, he was
captured and enslaved during a
raid on the village of Nymlal.
Bok lived in bondage for ten
years before his .escape and
journey to America.

'.

Date:
Univcrsitv of

central
Florida

Thursday, November 16, 2006
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Location: Fairwinds Alumni Center
Grand Ballroom
(across from UCF Arena)
This forumis free and open to the public.

For more information, please contact the Global Perspectives Office
407-823-0935 or global@mail.ucf.edu
www.ucfglobalperspectives.org
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- FREE LEGAL SERVICES
Poll: Americans doubt
Student Legal Services
Dems have plan for Iraq·
JIM KUHNHENN
Associated Press

More Americans rank Iraq as
the
top priority of the new
wil
Democratic-controlled Congress, but nearly three out offive
say the party does not have a
•> plan to deal with the war.
In the aftermath of an antiRepublican wave, the latest
Associated Press-Ipsos poll
' ) showed lingering uncertainty
about the country's direction
and the ability of Democrats
d
and President Bush to work
together. Underscoring the
country's political divisions,
Democrats expressed more
1
confidence and optimism than
Republicans.
ThepollwasconductedNov.
10-l2 as the public adjusted to
Washington's new division of
labor, with President Bush in the
White House and Democrats
holding the reins of Congress
...~
&.
J.Or
the first time in 12 years.
While voters in Election Day
surveys said corruption and
'N
scandal in Congress was one of
the most important factors in
their vote, the posteleetion poll
showed that 37 percent of all
r~~ adults said the war in Iraq
should be at the top of the congressional agenda during the
next two years. The issue ofter011
rorism, the second most mentioned priority, was ranked highest by 15 percent of those polled.
rt•
Though voters apparently

embraced the Democratic
mantra of changing course in
Iraq, a majority of the public did
not detect a clear Democratic
blueprint for ending the war.
Fifty-seven percent of all adults
in the AP-Ipsos poll said
Democrats do not have a plan
for Iraq; 29 percent said they do.
The poll of 1,002 adults has a ·
margin of error of 3 percentage
points.
That finding strikes at the
heart of a Democratic dilemma.
The.party has been of one voice
in criticizing President Bush's
strategy for the war but has been
more equivocal on how to move
in a different direction. .·
Democrats such as Sen. John
Kerry of Massachusetts and
Rep. John Murtha of Pennsylvania want a fixed deadline to pull
all troops out of the country.
Other Democrats, including
some party leaders, have voiced
support for a staggered withdrawal that demands greater
responsibility from the Iraqis.
"Everyone agrees that we're
going to have to begin redeployment," Rep. Ike Skelton, D-Mo.,
said of the Democratic position.
Skelton, in line to become chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, has proposed
withdraWing a U.S. brigade for
every three Iraqi combat
brigades rated fully capable.
Skelton opposes setting a
timetable for withdrawal but
said at least one U.S. battalion or

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with program attroneys about legal
matters and receive advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and including all
stages of trial, may be provided in certain types of cases, such as.the folJowing:

brigade should pull out promptly.

No doubt, the election
results have put Democrats in
something of a box, said
Stephen Biddle, a defense policy
expert at the Council of Foreign
Relations.
"It's a very, very awkward
thing to run a war from the Congress,'' he said. "The public
wants them to do something.
And they don't want to go into
2008 and be accused of being
the do-nothing llOth Congress."
· In separate interviews, some
voters appeared sympathetic.
John Rodon, a retiree from
Green Bay; WIS., said the situation in Iraq is "a big mistake"
and voted for a Democrat for
Congress. He doubted, however,
that the Democrats would solve
the war.
"I don't think anybody has an
answer for this,'' he said.
Francis Curran, a 43-year-old
carpenter from Jupiter, Fla, said
he thinks Democrats would
approach Iraq with a better lens.
''You can't solve that problem
without involving the other
players in the region. I think
Democrats might be more willing to at least not call (Iranian
President
Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad) the Axis of Evil,"
Curran said. "I don't know if the
president would go with this,
but this administration has to
involve other nations in that
region."

~

11111

• Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's living arrangements
in the community..
• Consumer problems confronting individual students..
• Traffice cases
• Criminal law
• Uncontested dissolution of marriage
• Bankruptcy

www.stuleual.sdes.uct.edu
Studrmts in need of legal service should contact, either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment only.
No legal advice will be given over the phone.

:

Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the Student Resource Center, room 155.
Monday- Friday Barn - 5pm.
Funded by Adivity & Service Fee through the Student Government association
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the SpaceVision 2005 convention, and this year UCF hosted
students from Texas A&M University, the University of Colorado and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, among
others.
·~ iot of people are intimidated by space and the space
program, and they think that it's
just so complicated, and you
know, really, it's not," UCF senior and SEDS president Jason
Collins said.
Collins saw the conference
as a springboard for UCF in the
space world as well as for students interested in space.
"[SpaceVision 2006] pretty
much gets our name out there
for UCF itself and also for the
[SEDS] chapter here at UCF,"
Collins said. "It kind of helps
along with bringing more peo-.
ple in, bringing more students
in."
The conference highlighted .
the engineering and technological aspects of space with presentations on homemade rocket propellant and the future of
personal space travel, as well as
the political, biologic;al, sociological and business aspects of
space as seen through the eyes
of various leaders in the mod- '
ei:n space industry, said UCF
junior and SEDS vice president
Damion Lucas, who coordinated the event.
Among the speakers was Dr.
Peter Diamandis, founder of
SEDS and founder and chairman of the X PRIZE Foundation, an organization that manages prizes that encourage
innovators to solve some of the
greatest challenges facing the
world today.
At the conference banquet
dinner, Diamandis encouraged
attendees .to take the future of
space exploration into their
own hands and take innovative
risks in developing and exploring space.
"Space is about to undergo
an absolute revolution,'' said
Diamandis, who compared the
current state of the space indus- .
try to that of the dot-com period
prior to the introduction of
Netscape.
For UCF junior Allison Tuff,
a UCF SEDS member and conference participant, hearing the
viewpoints of those already

involved in shaping the future
of the space industry proved
influential. ·
"It'sreallyneattohearthese
speakers and their input and
their experiences, even just to
talk to them and get their advice
and learn about your potential
opportunities in the future,"
Tuff said
.
· 2006 also h ost SpaceViIS1on
ed a Space Job Fair where students were able to browse the
job opportunities available in
the space industry and drop off
resumes with space industry
leaders such as Lockheed Martin and the Air Force ROTC.
"It's a great networking
tool," said UCF sophomore and
UCF SEDS treasurer My-Linh
Truong.
Like Truong, many students
sought the opportunity the job
fair provided for seeking
internships in space-related
fields.
"It's a good way to network,
but it's also a good way to get
your name out there, so when
you go to an internship, they'll
already know you," Collins said.
In between the speakers and
networking, students were
given the opportunity for
hands-on space-related activities.
Outside the event, the
Orbital Commerce Project, a
company that provides suborbital training for businesses and
individuals, provided students
with the opportunity to ride an
orbital flight simulator.
Jimmy Yawn, a professor at
Santa Fe Community College,
displayed hands-on techniques
for creating homemade rocket
propellant.
Although the simulator and
rocket displays drew attention,
attendees of SpaceVision 2006
agreed that the conference was
mostly about building ties
throughout the national and
international space community.
"These are the people that
bubble up, because of their pas""
sion, to the top position, and it's
their passion that will carry
them forward to lead in their
companies, in their government agencies, in their universities, in space," Diamandis
said
At the conference dinner
banquet, students, professors
and space industry leaders
socialized and shook hands,

putting faces to names and
making connections.
For Collins, the value of a
simple handshake in shaping
your future in any industry,
especially that of space, is
immense.
"Shaking someone's hand,
they'll always remember you.
Give an effort out; they'll give
aneffio rt·lll."
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Students check out space jobs
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Date of Event: 'fhursd.a y Nov. 16, 2006
Time:
12-5 PM
Location:
Sigma Chi House
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Proceeds willgo towards CASA:
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.E With 37 EPA estimated highway MPG'. A standard iPodt input jack. And room to seat
five comfortably. The Chevy™ Aveo® LS Sedan is one surprisingly big car. And now, Aveo is backed by the GM®100,000
mile/5-year P~wertrain Limited Warranty:· Starting at just,12,515.tt LT as shown $14,1 25!t Go big ft chevyaveo.com
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People s Wireless ·
1

6728 Aloma Ave. •Winter Park 32792
Ph: (407) 679-9200
Fx: (407 679-9207
Hours: Moti -Sun 10 am -8 pm

~ · ·~1obile ·

America's Number one Real Estate Millionaire Maker In Person.

Learn Why 2007 Will Be The Absolute BEST Year Real Estate
Investors Have S~en In Over TWO DECADES!

· l\NDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Top, a player lands after leaping and catching a disc at the Second Annual Kennel Kickoff tournament, held Saturday and Sunday. Below, two players compete for a disc at the tournament

UCF team ranked 51 in nation
FROM

You will Learn:
·The Art ofBuying & Selling homes with consistent paydays over $35,000 per deal
·Commercial Investing
·Where the big money is in Real Estate today
··Do no money down Real Estate with none of your own money,
·The 5 steps to success in YOUR Real Estate business
·How to make TONS of easy money·in Pretty Houses
•Learn why this is the Best time to be a Real Estate Investor
• How to quickly capitalize on houses that need renovation
·Where to find the best deals in the shortest time and least effort
·The best prospect to buy houses from
·How to find owners of vacant houses ·
·Where to get all the money you'll need in a few days to buy deals that need capital
• Learn two ways to pick up a check ($10,000 or more) within 30 days of the seminar
•You 'never have to deal with tenants

This is an Exciting, Fun & Rewarding Full, Part-time or hobby

This WILL Be ALife Changing Experience!
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Schade said. "UCF did
extremely well, considering we
split up our squad."
According to UP.A'.s Web
site, Ultimate Frisbee is one of
the fastest-growing sports in
the world. Since its inception in
2002, the UCF club has expanded to between 25 and 30 members.
They even receive funding
from the Sports Club Council,
an organiZation that supports a
total Of 30 sports clubs at UCF,
such as badminton, rugby, crew
and lacrosse. This support alleviates some of the cost of
attending tournaments. College
Ultimate Frisbee tournaments
are held all around the country.
"If you go from any of the
big-named schools to all the
small schools all over the country, there's an Ultimate Frisbee
team," said senior criminal jt.istice major Cameron Amey.
''A lot of people think it's a
hippie sport, but it's really competitive and real intense,"
Amey said. ''A lot of really athletic people play."
Last year, UCF's team made
it to the regional tournament
but did not advance past that.
"Nationals is the top 16
teams from the entire nation
playing in Columbus [Ohio],
which we are striving to get to,"
Amey said.
·
Currently, the Dogs of War
are ranked 51 in the natioIL The
team plays tWice a week in the
fall; but the intensity picks up in
the spring, when there are
more tournaments.
"In the fall we play more
pickup games to recruit a lot
because no one's really played
Ultimate Frisbee before college," Igar said.
On Nov. 4 and 5, the team
played at the Classic City Classic touniament at the Universi-

This Real Estate Seminar is sponsored by Investors Resource Center
Join the people actually doing the deal everyday here in Central FL! (1" Meeting Free)
(Yo4r Local Real Estate Club, meeting 3" Thursday 6-9 pm Winter Park CivicCenter)

•

Saturday, November 25th, Registration 7:30 am, Seminar: 8 am -5 pm
Price $39 Non-IRC Members, (IRC Members $29)
Location: Bahia Shrine Temple, 2300 Pembrook Dr, Maitland Center, Orlando 32810
To Register call Sunni at (407) 831-2498
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ty of Georgi.a. where they beat

Pittsburgh, Michigan, Indiana
and William and Mary, all
ranked in the top 35 in UPA

standings.
The team travels to five or
six tournaments in the spring,
not including the postseasoIL

•

This year they'll face off against
teams in Gainesville, Fla., Las
Vegas, Louisiana, Georgia and
North Carolina.
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We,re open every day.

Injuries and illnesses can happen anytime, requiring a doctor's care right away. Solantic is
open every day of the year, providing prompt, professional and friendly medical attention.
•Treatment.for illnesses and injuries
• Onsite X-rays, lab tests and imm·u nizations
• Physicals for school, sports or work
Come .see us for the care you need to feel better now.

·'1 .
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Great care. Fast and fair.
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Healthy options
haven't sold well
FROM
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restaurant said, is because it
has found no way to prepare
certain foods without compromising taste.
Trans fat is what adds a lot
of taste to the foods people eat
at fast food restaurants, according to Preeti Wilkhu, a UCF
dietician. The trans fat helps
the food to stay crisp and to
have a longer shelf life.
Matthew Rahal, sophomore
accounting major, said he
would not continue eating fast
food if preparing the foods
without trans fat reduces its
taste. He said that is the only
reason why he would stop eating fast food
One reason so many college
students continue to eat fast
food is economic: oftentimes,
fast food is viewed as a much
more wallet-friendly choice.
But Wilkhu said there are
foods that are healthy and not
expensive. ·She advises buying
frozen fruits and vegetables
rather than buying them
fresh-which tends to be more
expensive-in order to cut
back on costs while still maintaining a nutritious diet.
"Obesity is still getting
worse," Van Camp said "But I
have seen a lot more awareness
and a lot more focus on the
food industry."
Van Camp also said reducing high-fat diets is beneficial
not only to the health of a per- son but also to his or her academic success; low-fat diets
have been proven to improve
grades, help with attention
deficit disorder and prevent ill-

i
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OURNURSESDON'TJUSl
THEY RUN THEM.

ness.
Knowing these effects, and
urged by growing demands for
healthier choices, a number of
fast food restaurants have tried
putting more nutritious items
on their menus, only to be sub- .
sequently done away with
because of lack of demand
In the end, Van Camp said,
that's the consumer's fault.
"I would say it is more up to
our own choices because we
are driving what restaurants
do," Van Camp said. "For
instance, right after Supersize
Me, a few restaurants put out a
fruit cup and some other items
that were a little healthier, but
they ended up taking it off the
menu because nobody was
ordering it."
Many restaurants have seen
their revenues drop after
adding healthier options to
their menus, and Van Camp
said she's not surprised
"[America] is all about the
bucks," Van Camp said "If our
public is just gomg to keep buying unhealthy foods, of course
restaurants are going to keep
making them."
.
"If I am going to eat fast
food, I might as well eat it,"
freshman speech pathology
major Mia D'Erico said "I can
eat an apple at home."
With the trans fat ban looming, restaurants are searching
for alternatives. Wendy's has
switched to non-trans fat oil for
food preparation. Burger King
will soon begin researching
alternative ways to eliminate
trans fat, and McDonald's has
also announced it will soon
begin <;loing research as well.

Alumni Center hosts
political discussion
FROM

Find out if you have what it takes to be one of the best nurses in the world.
For details, contact MAJ Fallon, UCF Army ROTC, 40.7-823-5383 or bfallon@cecs.ucf.edu
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economy and population
declining, it will be difficult for
Europe to compete with the
massive global market, Baker
said
·
Political
leaders
have
addressed this issue by vowing
to create more incentives to
encourage growth. But with
some of the most progressive
cultures in the world - many
European employers offer
maternity and paternity leave,
Baker noted - the incentives
already exist and the population is still declining.
The defeat of the Soviet
Union created a dependent culture, causing a security problem. Baker said that after the
Cold War ended, Europe
should have made more of an
effort to increase defense .
spending and the effectiveness
of it.
The Madrid subway bombings in March 2004 were an
example of an attack on Euro. pean soil and the ensuing reaction. Keynote speaker Mabel
Gonzalez Bustelo said that
while the government' lied
about who was responsible and
over 11 million people joined in
demonstrations to reject violence, Spanish people reacted
calmly after the attacks. There
were no calls to war or terrorism policies put in place, and
there was no need to cut back
on civil liberties or rights.
Spain's general elections,
three days after the bombing,
were affected by the 2.5 million
absentee voters that came out
to vote, taking the People's
Party out of office. Bustelo said
the· People's Party didn't want
its Iraq policies linked with the
attacks and still has never
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Sebestyen Gorka from Hungary gives a
speech Monday at the Fairwinds center.

admitted to lying to the citizens; instead, they have come
up with a conspiracy theory
connecting the ETA, Socialist
Party, and Spanish police to the
bombings.
In this shaky state of security and conspiracy, Baker said,
the U.S. is depended on for protection.
Major caveats, such as Germany not allowing planes to fly
at night, prevents Europe from
fully committing to the war on
terrorism.
The final problem Baker
noted was the deep dissatisfaction of European people with
the way the EU developed.
European political leaders have
been steadily eliminating
national sovereignty, while citizens reject this action and want
to embrace their cultural differences.

What percentage
of pregnancies are
unplanned? -

Betweei1 the Ages of 18 and 44?
If you drink alcohol, even in small amounts, you may be
eligible to participate in an important research study.
• Eligible participants will receive $40
• Participation, entirely by mail, involves
two 15-111inute surveys

All calls are.confidential
For more information call toll free
(866) 3s9- i652
Email: phc@nsu.nova.edu
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Basketball
needs and
deserves
fan base
I promise this team
will erase football
from your mind

Right, junior wide receiver Javid James
make his only catch in the 23-1 O
Komecoming loss to the East Carolina
Pirates on Nov. 4. Below, James attempts
to make a catch in the 40-29 loss to Rice
on Oct. 24. Against the Owls James had
two catches for 10 yards.
PHOTOS BY MATT POUITI AND JAMES ANDRES I
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Sports Editor

Tonight is opening night for
the UCF Men's Basketball team.
It hosts Rollins, the first ofbackto-back rivalry games as Stetson
pays a visit Saturday night.
Last season, these two games
drew the best crowds of the season, in terms of attendance and
enthusiasm. If you remember
''yellow shorts," then you know
what I'm talking about.
Unfortunately, the fact that
those two games were the highwater mark of the season for the
crowd at the UCF Arena is a bad
thing. Despite hosting much .
better competition night in and
night out in Conference USA,
the crowds never quite reached
the level they did last November.
I'm hoping that changes this
year. With the 10,000-seat Convocation Center opening next
season, this may be the most
important year in UCF basketball history.
If the team gets off to a good
start; which is likely considering
their soft-touch out-of-conference schedule, it should generate a buzz similar to 2003-2004,
when the Knights won the
Atlantic Sun and drew strong
crowds throughout_ the season.·
That crowd, the diehards
who make it out each night, will
be the core for next season. I
expect _that the buzz from the
new Convocation Center will at
least double the core crowd for
at least next season, possibly
longer depending on how the
entire situation with the surrounding restaurants and shops
works out.
However, if the team can't
improve on its fatal flaw from
last season, which was losing to
teams they should have beaten,
not only will this season be a
bust, next season will too.
Kirk Speraw's team can no
longer afford to lose to the Birm- _
ingham Southerns, the South
Dakota States and the Sam
Houston States of Division I-A
basketball.
Sure, they really couldn't
afford it last year either, but
those wins were only the difference between a winning record
and a losing one, not a postseason berth.
If they can't post 11 wins in
their 14 non-conference games,
there will be no buzz when students return for the Spring '07
PLEASE SEE

WIN ON A9

16th loss
•ma row
leads
· ucFfuto
toµrney
Knights fall to
Memphis, UAB;
Blazers rematch
set for first round ·
VICTOR ANDERSON
Staff Writer

UCF vs. Memphis

JAVID JAMES
This season: James has
249 receiving yards this
season, on 21 catches,
good for third on the
Golden Knights.

JavidJames returns to hometown of New Orleans
where his sister went missing for two days in '05
ANDY JACOBSOHN
Contributing Writer

Javid James' teammates remember
him sitting on the bus crying before
last season's game against South Car~
olina.
The season opener in Columbia,
S.C., was James' debut as a Golden
Knight, and a day that he will never
forget - for reasons not involving
football.
Hours before kickoff, James heard
from the coaching staff that his sister1
Tahirah went missing while Hurricane _
Katrina barreled through his home-

town of New Orleans.
"We were on the way to the game,
and getting on the bus," senior wide
receiver Mike Walker said. "I got on
the bus and Javid was just in a seat by
himself, just cryiµg."
After two days eagerly waiting for
information concerning his sister's
whereabouts, Tahirah was found
"I cried It was the first time I cried
in a long time:' James said
· His sister tried to escape New
Orleans to safety by car shortly before
the storm was expected to make landPLEASE SEE

Position: Wide receiver
Height: 6-foot-3
Weight: 195 lbs

"I was close to my
wide receivers
and teammates. I
confide in them."
- JAVID JAMES
ON HOW HE COPED WHEN HIS SISTER WAS MISSING

JAMES ON A10

Magic win in Boston; FSU makes QB chang~

JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore Jermaine Taylor finishes a dunk
during the Knights exhibition game win over
Saint Leo_on Nov.9.
I

_,

Lorin Lukas, serving here against UTEP, added
nine kills and three service aces in the Golden
Knights 16th consecutive loss.

CHRIS HOYLER

BOSTON - Jameer Nelson
scored 24 points and Grant Hill
added 18 to lead the Orlando Magic
to a 92-89 win over -the Boston
Celtics on Monday night.
Dwight Howard had 17 points and
15 rebounds for the Magic, who have.
won four of five after starting the seasonl-2.
After the Magic squandered an 11point third-quarter lead, Hill's driving layup with 1:30 remaining made
the score 85-84 and gave Orlando the
lead for good Following a Delonte
West miss, 'frevor Ariza made one
free throw and Nelson scored ·o n a
layup to make it a two-possession

game.
Nelson then followed a Paul
Pierce basket with a 22-footer with 12
seconds remaining to seal the game.
Nelson also had seven assists and
five rebounds.
Pierce scored 19 of his 21 points in
the second half and West added 13
off the bench for the Celtics, who
have lost three straight. ·
_
Hill scored seven quick points to
help the Magic (5-3) take first-quarter leads ofl5-4 and 20-9.
The Celtics closed to gap to two
points on three occasions in the secPLEASESEE

BULLS ON A9

On Friday night UCF looked
to get in the win column versus
the Memphis Tigers. Sarah Bury
would say otherwise as her 17
kills help lead the Tigers past
the Golden Knights 30-21, 30-25
and 32-30. In game one, Memphis would set the pace
throughout, consistently holding a 5-7 point lead over UCF.
The Knights looked to even
up game one, but Bury and her
six kills would be too much as
Memphis took the opening
game30-21.
Game two was a little more
spirited in competitiveness than
game one, but was again paced
by the visiting Tigers.
Frontcourt play would be the
difference in the second game as
Memphis had five total team
blocks compared to tw o for
UCF. The Tigers hit at a .333
pace that gave them the 30-25
win.
The final game was full of
high-intensity and drama with
20 ties and seven lead changes.
It appeared that U CF would
force a fourth game a~ senior
Maina Heming drove home a
kill along the back line to tie the
gameat 30.
Then a block by Shelby Burton and a kill by Ashley Liford
sealed up the victory for Memphis 32-30. Setter Laura Cote
had 37 assists and 10 digs while
Liford added 12 kills and Burton
added seven kills, six digs, and
four solo blocks.
Stephanie Serna led the way
for UCF with 12 kills and
Schanell Neiderworder had 11
kills for the Knights. Lorin Lukas
had five game one ldlls, but didn't play tJ:.ie rest of the match.
Andrea Youngblood had 23
assists while Leah Alexander
had 18 in the losing effort.
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UCFvs.UAB
Prior to the regular season
finale versus UAB, UCF honored their four seniors Leah '
Alexander, Maina Heming, J~
Mitchell and Vesna Ukic with
pre-game ceremonies.
However, the Blazers would
prove to be more than rude
guests as they extended their
winning streak to nine straight
matches with a 30-16, 30-27 and
30-23 victory.
Game one was all UAB, as
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Hedo Turkoglu, left, celebrates with Jameer Nelson, center, and Tony Battie,
right, while Grant Hill looks on during the Magic's 92-89 win on Monday.
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ERRORS ON A10
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Win now and convo center fills up
FROM AB

semester. The only game likely
to draw a big crowd will be
Memphis, and everyone will be
focused on baseball by lateFebruary.
Yes, that scenario does ruin
next season as well Ifyou think
anything less than 5,000 per
night for attendance is a success in the Convocation Center,
you're wrong.
Again, the buzz surrounding
it all will draw people at the
beginning, and I'd expect a full
house or close to it for the
opening game, but after that,
people are going to come for
winning basketball.
We're a fair-weather fan
base, for the most part. Look no
further than last season, when
average attendance was lower
than some Division III
women's teams despite UCF
coming off back-to-back ASUN titles and impressive firstround losses in the NCAA
Tournament to Big East powers
Pittsburgh and Connecticut.
Maybe there's more reason
for optimism this year. I've
talked to almost half the team
during the preseason, and
everyone raves about the
chemistry on this year's squad
compared to last year.
Not to knock last year's
team, but there was a player
with constant discipline problems (Marcus Johnson) and
another (Anthony Williams)
that called the team's effort

this year, with forward and
team co-captain Josh Peppers
the clear No. 1 option on the
wing.
Point guard and co-captain
Mike O'Donnell, whose offensive game seemed to improve
with each minute on the court
last season, will find a way to
get the ball to Stanley Billings,
·Lavell Payne and Jermaine Taylor, who will have to compensate for the loss. of Williams'
presence and production in the
post.
Taylor was last year's freshman de jour, electrifying the
crowd with his athleticism. He
was. the star during Wednesday's 102-54 exhibition win
over Saint Leo, and seems
ready to break out.
Following in his footsteps
are Andre Thornton and Tony
Davis, highly touted newcomers that could make a similar
impact off the bench. Thornton, a Memphis native like Peppers, turned down offers from
Stanford and Georgetown to
come to Orlando.
That's just a brief look at the
team, but I implore you to
come out Wednesday night
and check them out. The
atmosphere at the games is better than any other for this
school, and it is the most sucJAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
cessful athletic program on
Mike O'Donnell, UCF's starting point guard and team co-captain along with Josh Peppers, will
campus over the past few
be counted on to help develop a second scoring option in the post behind Peppers.
years.
(more specifically one player's of the supposed selfishness on·
Oh, and this will rid you of
effort) against South Dakota St. the court.
the bad taste football left in
a "Kobe Bryant show'' because
That shouldn't be an issue your mouth.

USF bests Buffalo; Leftwich re-examined
FROM AB

ond quarter, but Hill sparked
another surge with back-to-back
jumpers to help Orlando extend
its lead to 45-37 by halftime.
Pierce was just 1-for-S in the first
half and Boston shot 38.3 percent as a team.
Notes: Hill returned to the
lineup after missing Saturday's
game in Minnesota to rest....
Magic forward Redo Turkoglu
played after missing Sunday's
practice with an illness.
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games.
But after practice Jeff Bowden said Lee will play early and
there will be a rotation.
"We're going to have a plan
to play Xavier no matter what,
and early,'' he said. "I'm not
throwing him to the wayside
because he had a bad game. A
lot of guys had a bad game on
·Saturday. But you know that the
quarterbacks' mistakes are mag-

scheduled appointment and
said he doesn't worry about
position changes on offense.
"Let's just take care of things
you can control," said Andrews,
whose defense was hurt by the
four interceptions that set up 17
Wake Forest points. "It doesn't
matter who the quarterback is."
Florida State, which was
swept by its Atlantic Division
rivals this season, must defeat
either Western Michigan or
Florida in its season finale Nov.
25 to become bowl eligible.

Bowden goes back to Weatherford

USF wins over Buffalo in season
opener

TALLAHASSEE - Bobby
Bowden said Monday he's going
back to Drew Weatherford at
quarterback for Saturday's
homecoming game against
Western Michigan.
The Seminoles (5-5, 3-5
Atlantic Coast Conference) are
looking for answers - lots of
them - after a 30-0 thumping
by Wake Forest.
Xavier Lee started the past
three games, but was relieved by
Weatherford -in the second
quarter of Saturday's loss after
throwing his second interception. Weatherford also wound
up being intercepted twice.
''You can't'.Start but one," said
Bowden, who said he wasn't
concerned that returning to
Weatherford might be disruptive to the team.
"I think our kids want the
best,'' Bowden told reporters
after his weekly booste_r luncheon. "They want the guy who
can give them a chance to win."
Meanwhile, offensive coordinator and the coach's youngest
child, JeffBowden, bailed out on
his weekly meeting with
reporters anxious to speak with
him about the quarterback
switch and the offense's failure
to score for the first time in 233

TAMPA - Melvin Buckley
scored a career-high 29 points
and Solomon Bozeman added
23 to lead South Florida past
Buffalo, 77-61, Monday.
The season-opening victory
was the seventh in a row for
USF, who haven't dropped a
home opener since 1987.
Parnell Smith had 21 points
and eight rebounds to pace Buffalo (1-1). Teammates Eric
Moore and Vadim Fedotov
added 12 and 10 points, respectively.
Buckley, who also notched
team-highs with eight rebounds
and five steals, scored 17 points
en route to a 31-28 halftime lead.
Bozeman posted 17 points
and all five of his assists following _the intermission in his collegiate debut.
McHugh Mattis scored 11
points and had three steals for
USF, which hit 32 percent of its
· shots from the field in the first
half and 64 percent in the second.
Buffalo trailed 56-51 with
seven and a half minutes left in
the game, but USF twice led by
18 down the stretch.
Yassin Idbihi, who averaged
14 points a game last season for
Buffalo, was limited to two.

PHIL COALE I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Drew Weatherford will start at quarterback
this week after being benched in October.

nilled.''
Bobby Bowden, still fighting
a bad cold Monday, told boosters he's decided to quit trying to
answer critics who blame much
of Florida State's troubles on his
son Jeff.
"I was starting to lose it about
two weeks ago,'' Bowden said.
''You want to punch somebody,
but you can't:'
Despire his father's support,
Jeff Bowden submitted his resignation Tuesday, effective at the
end of this season, athletic
director David Hart Jr. said.
Veteran defensive coordinator Mickey Andrews kept his

YOU WATCH
SPORTS.
~WE'VE GOT

PIZZA,
and wings,

Call Donatos
for all of your
pizza needs.
WE DELIVER!
UCF"SmartCard
Accepted Here

subs. salads
and more.

$J2.99
I·
FOR

. Dean & University
3940 N. Dean Rd.

I

(407) 673-8888

TWO MEDIUM
•
ONE TOPPING PIZZAS
Tax & delivery not included.

Oviedo

1020 Lockwood Blvd.

(407) 365-1999

•

•

EXPffiES 1/15/07

L

015-875

NOT VALID WITH ANY COUPON,
SPECIAL OR HALF PRICE PIZZA DEAL.
M ention coupon when ordering.
Present at time of purchase.

Waterford lakes

I•
I

12240 Lake Underhill Rd.

(407) 384-1221

OPEN DAILY AT 11AM
WE DELIVER!
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-------------------------------SPORTS BAR & EATERY

University & Goldenrod

407-679-6600
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All Day Everyday
$5 Bombs
$5 Domestic Pitchers
$9 Domestic Buckets

Leftwich to get second opinion on
ankle
JACKSONVILLE Jacksonville Jaguars quarterback
· Byron Leftwich was in Birmingham, Ala., on Monday to get a
second opinion on his injured
left ankle.
Leftwich said last week he
didn't believe he woUld need surgery, but he traveled to see
renowned orthopedic surgeon
Dr. James Andrews.
Head coach Jack Del Rio indicated he might not be involved in
Leftwich's decision.
"Do you think that as a coach
that I determine what a guy
does?" Del Rio said Monday.
"We'll go through the process,
but I'm not sure how to answer
the question.''
Leftwich said he initially hurt
his left ankle Oct. 1 at Washington. The injury flared up nearly
two weeks later, but Leftwich
convinced coaches he was OK to
play two days later at Houston.
Leftwich then played poorly
in a 27-7 loss, and Del Rio
benched him the last three
games in favor of backup David
Garrard.
·
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* Over 40,000 Magazines,
Books &DVDs
* Over 35,000 Adult Toys &Lingerie * Bachelor and Bachelorette Gifts
* Show UCF ID and
get 20% off EVERYTHING!
www.Prem1e u .com
Mon. -Sat. 9am -2am, Sun. 9am -1am

«@Li»(3~flo~@~@
5009 S. Orange Blossom Tr.
1112Miles South of 1-4
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FREE
THE NORTH FACE
DAYPACK
With the purchase of any
men's or women's Denali
Jacket at regular price.
Daypack value $48-$65
depending on availability.
While supplies last.
Offer ends 11/30/2006.
Women's Denali Jacket shown.
Men's style also available.
Offer only available at:

~~-

TravelCountry
1101 E Altamonte Drive in Altamonte Springs
Just 20 minutes from UCF

I

USF's Solomon Bozeman, tight, loses control and falls during the Bit.is win over Buffalo in Tampa on Monday.
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[ames treasures every moment with family ,,

REBECCA BARNITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

: Junior wide receiver Javid James tries to break a tackle after his only catch against East
•Carolina on Nov.4. It was the sixth straight game in which James had a reception.
I
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James.
James claims that when he
fall on the Gulf Coast. Tahirah first found out it did not hit
traveled back to New Orleans him, but he shortly called his
to celebrate her 18th birthday mother to fill him in with the
details of Tahirah's disappearwith friends.
ance.
Meanwhile the rest of the
"It didn't hit me at first. I
James family was back in Central Florida, where they moved just called my mom; 'What is
couple weeks prior to the going on?' " James said.
James' teammates did what
beginning of Javid's first seathey could for their fellow
son as a Knight.
James did not turn to his player, who at the time was too
teammates initially in the hotel distraught to speak. .
"It was hard, because
and on the field in South Carnobody
kn~w what to expect.
olina, while the updates with
Everybody felt bad for him and
his sister developed
just hoping for the best for
'~t that time, I really didn't
him,"
quarterback Steven Mofwant to talk to anyone," James
fett said.
said
·
Everything was not back to
. One thing ran thr~:mgh
normal
for James when his sisJames' head between the time
he heard of the disappearance ter was found. He still dealt
and the time Tahirah was with the haunting fear oflosing
Tahirah months afterward.
found.
"That was a bad couple of
"I was, I was distraught
about losing my sister," he said months for me," James said
For months James was
"The thought of fosing her, and
the thought of what I was heavily impacted by the frightening two days without knowgoing to do if I lost her."
For the most part he was in . ing his sister's situation. Durcontact with his mother, Erine ing that time he found strength

and began to speak with his
new t~ammates.
"I was close to my wide
receivers and all my teammates. I confide in them,"
James said
The mother of quarterback
Steven Moffett came to the
side of James.
"She is just a caring person,"
Erine James said, "She is like an
aunt or a godmother; someone
who cares about my child"
Moffett's mother, Kathy
Wade, to this ·day invites James
over for meals and to hang out.
with the family at her home in
Winter Park, Fla
·
"To tell you the truth he is
real close to my mom," Moffett
said, "My mom helped him out
more than anything. \Vhenever he needed something,
instead of coming to me he
usually goes to my mom."
Wade did not only help out
Javid. When the James family
moved to the area, she took
Erine James around to familiarize her with the area and help
her find a job.
But with concerns for Javid,
his mother sees Wade as
"someone to talk too."
Moffett's family is also from
Louisiana
James' coaching staff was
there to talk to him as well.
"These kids come to you
they have certain problem.
With death in family, or in this
cas,e with close family with a
hurricane rolling through his
neighborhood," said Tim
Salem, the offensive coordinator and wide receiver coach.
"There is only so much you
can do.
. "Of course all you can do is,
you're just trying to gave them
· an ear to listen with and let
them turn around, let them
look you in the eye and ask you
question."
A little more then a year
later James is returning home

Errors doom Knights in
Senior Day loss to Blazers
FROM

A8
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the Blazers led by as many as 14
points and were all over the
Knights. A .382 hitting percentage helped pace UAB to the 3016 win over UCF.
The second game saw UCF
battle back for the majority of
the game as they out-killed
UAB 18-12. When the game was
tied up at 21, UCF once again
shot themselves in the foot
with hitting errors, and UAB
went on to edge ·o ut the
Knights 30-27.
Game three was a semicombination of the first two
games: close to start, but UAB
would pull away in the end.
The service game would be the
big difference as they recorded
15 aces as a team, six of which
came in game three. Despite
the Knights once again having
more kills than UAB, 14-10, the
Blazers ·would go on to win
game three 30-23.
Ivana Bozic led all players
with 17 kills and Aleksandra
Vujovic recorded seven service
aces. Brianna Galvin recorded
21 digs and Nevena Stefanov
added 27 assists in the victory.
Schanell Neiderworder had
12 kills and six digs for UCF
· while Stephanie Serna continued her strong second-half
with 10 kills. Junior Lorin Lukas
had nine kills and three service
aces.

loved ones, my closest loved
ones," James said.
James now makes sure that
he can make it to his little brother's football games at University
High School and to his
youngest sister's first-grade
pageant.
Erine James always taught
her children to stick together
and value the time you have
with your parents and siblings.
"I have closeness with my

.

I .,

kids," she said "I brought them
up to stick together, that togetherness we have always had, it is
something that I have raised
them with."
The incident of Tahirah
missing is a topic of conversation the family does not hesitate
to speak about it.
"We all still have some issues
with it," Erine James said. "I
raised him to be a strong person."
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in·the student union today
or print your coupons oriline at
www.KnightNewspapers.coTn!
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beginning an ALL NEW THURSDA YI
"(ES' ALL NEW THURSDAYS! The best DJs from
the West Coast and South Florida will be
spinning Top 40 all night and tearing the air
waves ~part with their precise blending, incredible

,

remixes and hitting you with the hottest exclusives.
( ,
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Seniors Jana Mitchell, left, and Leah Alexander get ready for a play. In their final regular
·
season game with UCF on Thursday, Mitchell 'recorded two kills and Alexander had 14 assists.
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C-USA.TOURNAMENT

Looking ahead •••
UCF hopefully got a very
good look at UAB on Sunday
because it will be taking on the
Blazers in its first round match
of the Conference USA Tournament on Thursday at 3:00
p.m.
Last year, UCF knocked off
Memphis in the first ·round
before falling to eventual tournament champion Marshall in
five games.
Tulsa enters the tournament
as the top seed after posting a
13-3 record in conference play
with Marshall, Memphis, and
Tulane rounding out the top
four seeds.
The other first-round
match-ups in the 2006 C-USA
Tournament are SMU/Southern. Miss, Houston/Rice, and
East Carolina/UTEP.
'
In this tournarilent, look out

to New Orleans. On Nov. 18,
2006 the Knights are visiting
1\tlane and James is looking at
this as a homecoming.
James has noticed change in
the year that divides near
tragedy from the closest he has
ever been with his family.
"The majority of changes
have come with time and never
taking for granted that today,
tomorrow, could be the last day
I see my sister, my mother, my

16

The number of '
matches the
Knights have
lost in a row.

UCF KNIGHTS

UAB BLAZERS

The Blazers ended
The Knights last
the season on a
win came afmost
two m~nths ago,
nine-game win
streak. Their 10-6
Sept. 19, against
' Conference USA
South Florida.
UCF finished 1-15
record earned
in Conference · them the 5th seed
USA, finishing in
in the upcoming
. last place.
tournament.

for Tulane and UAB as these
two teams are • the hot.t est
teams entering the tournam ent.
· UAB enters winning nine
straight and have two big name
players in Ivana Bozic and
Nevena Stefanov.
1\tlane is a much more balanced attack led by perennial
all-conference selection Sara
Ra<J6lsevic and super-sub Bridgett Wells.

9

The number of
matches the
Blazers have
won ina row.

Houston· hosts the tournament and can make a run if
they get consistent production
from Kelly McAnelly and Justine Farmer on the outside.
For tournament coverage,
log on to www.conferenceusacom.
My official prediction has
Marshall defending their title
in five games over Tulsa and
winning W:ie automatic bid to
the NCANtournament.

FREE

DRIN~S

for all 21 +until MIDNIGHT!

'

$2 domestics 'and 2 for 1 shots after Midnight!
VIP guests enjoy $100 bot!les of Grey Goose

'

Vodka
$100 Bacardi flavors or Rain Vodka
$150 Bomb Bucket (Jagermeister
bottle or Three Olive and six Red Bulls}

r )

VIP Reservations

407.981.7500
(J

1. 32801 • 407 .849.0808 • Wl(llW.c.lubparis.net
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The cost -o f a pill
in human lives

he U.S. and other wealthy
countries have decided it
would be better to make
money than to provide cheap
drugs to poor, dying countries.
This comes five years ~er the
World Trade Organization called
for priVileged countries to put
public health before drug patents
and, in turn, drug profits.
According to a Reuters article,
health campaigners are now saying that many countries have
turned their backs on the Doha
Declaration,'and this decision
makes it practically impossible
for Third World, AIDS-riddled
countries to afford essential medicine.
Instead of°allowing for cheaper generic drugs to go to the
poorest countries, phannaceutical companies are simply looking
to make a profit and maintain
their monopoly. That's why they
have been bullying Third World
countries into putting stricter
patents on the drugs.
These patents cement the
drug companies' monopoly and
block the production of no-name
drugs that save lives just as effec.,
tively as brand-naine drugs with-

SAESPEAKS OUT

•1

SAE members
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respond to Future
Y

es, we know. The police

• some brothers were accused ofa

came and found pledges
dressed.in ridiculous outfits
such as fairy wings and diapers, we .
know. Yes, we know a couple were
probably a, little too drunk, we all
know these things.
Here's something you probably
didn't know; the pledges taken to
the hospital weren't given anything
but a bed to sleep on, and when the
police were asked what purpose
did taking them to the hospital
serve, they could not give an
)
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living in N'.igeria, 310,000 died of
HIV/AIDS in 2003
That's not a typO, Three people died of HIV/AIDS for every
one person who didn't.
These people are dying at disgusting rates. And the U.S. and
other countries are doing little, if
anything, to help save lives.
When the dead outnumber
the living, the outlook seems
grim. But America has more than
enough money and power to end
this horrific epidemic.
But the health care infrastructure of these countries isn't the
proble. The attitude drug companies have toward generic drugs ~
the problem.
"The current system based on
patents and high prices to pay for
innovation leads to rationing and
leaves huge health needs neglected," said Ellen 't Hoen, a campaigner for Doctors Without Borders.
Third World countries have a
need for generic drugs that the
U.S. could fill if we stopped
thinking about our wallets and
started thinking about the millions around the world dying
from treatable disea5es.

out the higher prices.
''.At the time, the Doha Declaration seemed like a great breakthrough for people in poor countries who urgently needed
affordable treatment," said Steve
Cockbur, a campaign coordinator
for STOP AIDS. "Sadly, promising words have not translated
into lifesaving treatments."
Big phannaceutical companies
say they have to protect profits in
order to protect innovation. If
they didn't charge thousands of
dollars for anti-retroviral drugs
they wouldn't be able to continue
to invent more lifesaving drugs.
But those new lifesaving drugs
still won't be affordable to those
who need it most.
In most of the world's poorest
countries, an HIV diagnosis carries not only a stigma but a death
sentence. Malaria, an easily treatable di.Sease, kills hundreds. And
hospitals are little more than
tents.
The 'W orld Health Organization estimates that, for most of
AfriCa. less than 10 percent of
those 'Who needed anti-retroviral
medication were on them in
ZOOS. For every 100,000 people

hazing situation in which one
pledge nearly severed bis nose.
This was a terrible situation in
Which everyone involved was
kicked out and we actually had an
alumni review in which half of the
fraternity was dissolved. It also says
a lot that the pledge involved in the
incident didn't hold anything
against this place and went on to
become a brother hero in this fraternity. This was a big deal, of
course; however I was a junior in
high school concerned with
answer:
Here's something else you prob- trigonometry and varsity football
ably didn't know; several pledges
At this current date, ofthe 33 residents of the former SAE house, 31
stayed sober that whole, infumous
ofthem came through Fall 2004 or
night In response to the last editorial saying that we ''forced them to
latei: For anyone to keep bringing
up past instances is like blaming
drink themselves into the emerpresent day Gennany for the Hologency room," we did not force any
caust We cannot control what we
of our pledges to drink at all; they
did not do so please stop talking
chose to drink because, lo and
about how we "Got off easy last
behold, some ofus enjoy drinking.
time."
And not to mention the fact that I
For those of you who do not
saw every single one.of our so
called ''humiliated pledges" the day know any SAE's, let me enlighten
you a little about what were really
after the raid, at the house worried
about, what the media fulls to menabout what was going to happen.
And in response to the mangled tion We have the second highest
GPA of the 24 UCF fraternities
hot dogs? That is lawsuit-worthy
with the highest GPA of all pledge
slandei: Shame on anyone who
classes. We have the Alpha Delta Pi
even remotely believes that we did
"MVP'' inMike Gagnon, in which
anything with frozen hot dogs;
thafs just unfathomable and no fra- we contributed to their philanthropy event ''Hoops and Hog~." We ·
ternity is ever about that
have the z.eta Thu Alpha sweet[Editor's note: This paragraph
heart in 'Ilent Tayloi: We have the
-was redacted. The SAE members
Pan-Hellenic (Greek for 'Mwho wrote this editorial said they
redacted it because after reading it a Greek") King in Jared Kahn. Just
recently SAE won Kappa Delta's
second time they thought it-was
philanthropy event, KI> Shakerepetitive.]
rm extremely tired ofhearing down. We also recently placed 2nd
in z.eta Thu Alpha's philanthropy
about how this fraternity finally
· ~t, z.eta Llp Sync. We're also
struck out In 2000, someone was
allegedly caught in the house mak- successful in intramural sports winning IM Volleyball and Fiel~
ing and selling the date rape drug
Hockey. This is an extremely talGHB. That's terrible, awful. and
ented group ofguys cut down in
unbelievable! That was also nearly
our prime.
7 years ago and I was 12. In 2003,

"Oh, but you guys cut yourself
down by haiing.'' [Editor's note:
One sentence was r¢actedfrom the
letter here by the SAE members who
submitted it.JBut hazing has been
given a temble stigmati.sm in the
Fraternity system, mostly by the
media Hazing has been scrutinized
as extremely abusive and degrading; however as you get involved
you realize it's merely a rite of passage and a way ofbonding, in no
way did I ever feel abused or
degraded. In fact, when I rushed, I
hoped I.got tested in some way, or
else I would have felt that I didn't
earn my stay or deserve to know
the secrets. I wanted to join a real
fraternity, not just a·club that anyone can just join.
We may not have our Fraternity
anymore, but we will AU. go on to
be extremely successful individuals. So next time you want to give
·an opinion of an SAE, don't give an
uneducated, regurgitated (not to
mention high viewer rating) media
report, but please free to speak to
us, because God knows we'll still
be wearing our letters all over campus.
. We've lost something that we all
held dearly. We lost a homecoming
that we have all been looking forward to with extreme anticipation.
We lost the trust from our national
headquarters. We lost the credibility of our name. By posting "So long
SAE and good riddance" as a headline in a newspaper, read by all our
peers, is really kicking a man when
he's down. So, please help us save
face at the least Tiianks.
-SEAN HUGHESAND OIAUNCEYSOUNGER,
MEMBERS OF FORMER UCF SAE CHAPTIR
'

[Editor's note: This letter-was

reprinted wwiited, exactly as it '"15
given to us. When the letter usesfirst-

personpronoW'IS, they refer to Sean
Hughes.]
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READERVIEWS

Editor was off base with
'Global criticisms' column

Instead, we are treated to his encounter with
a Ukrainian who tells him "I think [Ukrainians] are jealous." This is the only evidence of
anything Hillier provides in his story.
Thoy Hillier is the senior editor? How did
Meanwhile, there are volumes of i;eports
·that happen? His editorial, "Global criticisms
about global perceptions of Americans, of the .
do not add up," appears to have been plagiaU.S., and of U.S. policies. But please don't
rized from a third grader.
To recap, Hillier complains about foreign- · expect the editor of our newspaper to read
. any of them.
ers complaining about Americans. What is
his evidence? Has he traveled? We can't say.
- RANDY lANGFORD
·~·
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The Future encourages comments from readers. ln;order tobe considered for publication, letters
to the eitttor shouldnot exceed 300 words; wemayiditftir length'.Submit them online at ,
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to (407) 447-4556. Questions? Call (407) 4474558.

We need help from
Europe·in Iraq
. Once again heralding oppordefinition which doesn't fit the
tunities for both Central Florida
real thing. "Middle East" is actuand the community, the UCF
ally a Western term that
Office of Global Perspectives
describes a geographical location,
offers insight into the pulse of
a grouping of countries in northinternational dialogue, shedding
ern Africa and southwestern
light
discourse and divergent
Asia, each with their own identiviews.
ties.
Ever contemporary in its
Both the Middle East and
,.
scope, the OGP seeks to find the
Europe are closely tied to the curABEER B. ABDALLA
interconnectedness between the
rent political climate of the U.S.
SeniorStaffWriter
communities of students, visionand our presence in Iraq.
aries and dignitaries, often findWith midterm elections at an
ing solace in the comer chats and continental end and both the House and Senate reshiftbreakfasts that flank its events.
ing their allegiances, a change in our
Working diligently with a host of who's
approach to Iraq may happen sooner than
who both at UCF and worldwide, one is
2008, and for many it will be a welcome
·
never without a grand wellspring of opportu- change.
Many countries have withdrawn their
nities to behold, speak to or interact with.
The laundry list of contributors to Monsupport and their troops from the Coalition
of the Willing. Our military forces are
day's conference, The Future of Europe: The
Ties That Bind and Divide, offered only a
exhausted and everyone wants our troops to
glimpse at UCF's political milieu, one which
come home safely and immediately. Unfortuproves that we are more than a football team
nately, that is impossible at the moment withand future site of a prestigious medical
out causing greater problems. If the U.S. pulls
out oflraq now, w e will leave Iraq destabischool.
The conference was sponsored by the
lized and increase the chance of the new
OGP, the political science department, the
Iraqi democracy falling to a terrorist
European Studies Program, the International
takeover.
Services Center, the Nicholson School of
What would help both Iraq and the U.S.
Communication, the National Conference of
extricate themselves is more troops - more
Editorial Writers, the Global Connections
troops· from Europe. European countries
Foundation, the Orlando Sentinel and C.T.
have a vested interest in the outcome of Iraq,
Hsu and Associates. The event was hosted in but are they making the best decisions for
the elegant, new Fairwinds Alumni Center.
the future by withdrawing? Europe has expe_. The discourse on the future of Europe,
rienced more terrorism than the U.S., inditrans-Atlantic coqperation and conflict,
vidually and as a whole.
democracy building, corruption, and the
Monday's conference further examined
multifaceted concerns of security and terrorthe idea that it takes a tremendous amount of
consideration to commit sending troops to
ism in the continent make diseussions both
beleaguered and obtuse; in short, no one can
war. European leaders do not want to face
the same negative political backlash that
agree on who is the victor.
President Bush faces in the U.S. over the con-But the morning keynote speaker at Montinued American military presence in Iraq.
day's conference, Gerard Baker, U.S. editor
Very few countries would benefit from a
and assistant editor of The Times (London),
terrorist takeover of Iraq. Every country
seemed to speak an often unheard truth.
needs to put more consideration into Muslim
"Europe is simply not willing to commit
significant resources to the war on terror-·
concerns and opinions. Al-Qaida is a militant
ism," he said.
organization that has skewed the Muslim
In response to Sept. 11, British Prime Minfaith to serve its own purposes. With a large
Muslim population, and with its physical
ister Tony Blair pledged his close support to
the U.S. fight against terrorism. Many counproximity to the Middle East and specifically
tries around the world also pledged their
to Iraq, Turkey will more than likely play an
support of the U.S. at that time. When the
increasingly important role in the future
U.S. led the 2003 effort in Iraq, 49 countries
political landscape. Europe, the U.S. and the
- many in Europe - formed the Coalition
Middle East-should all share a greater con. cem with how the current events in Iraq will ·
of the Willing, offering support in the mission to free Iraq from tyranny. However, as
affect Turkey.
the occupation of Iraq continues over three
There are concerns the world over ab out
and a half years later, many countries have
the growing nuclear programs in Iran and
withdrawn or are in the process of withdraw- North Korea For the U.S. to extricate itself
ing from the Coalition.
from Iraq without leaving the government
Where does this leave our relationship
there exposed to terrorism, we need help
with Europe?
from European allies to stabilize the region.
Part of the problem is American misconPressure from Europe and U.N. sanctions
may move Iran and North Korea toward a
ception. While some European countries
belong to the European Union and share
peaceful disarmament, increasing global
security and decreasing the influence oftercommon policies inclucJing economic issues,
rorism. That is a future to which everyone
agricultural practices, trade policies, foreign
affairs and defense strategies, not all are unit- can look forward.
From a riveting event Monday to Francis
ed in the one-size-fits-all mentality of nation
Bok's long-awaited discussion on Darfur and
building.
This is similar to the U.S. view of the Mid- the Sudan on Thursday, the OGP continues
to quench a community and global responsidle East. Americans often define the Middle
bility for discourse. Let us all sit around the
East as a co!IlJl}unity of nations with the
table iiud remember to talk some more.
same goals fuid beliefs and governments, a
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rr.Tl1 HELP WANTED:
~General

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

EARN

FT/PT Help is needed at our 3 locations
for Sunshine Hydroponics Garden
Center. Plant maintenance & retail duties
apply. Wittng to travel locally is helpful.
Must have an interest in growing and
caring !or plants! $8-$12/ hr. Call Peter at
407-310-5345

UPTO

Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

$170/MO.

donating
plasma regularly

Nanny needed 35 hrs/week for a 6
month old. $11 per hour in my Oviedo
home. references req'd. Start Jan 1st.
Contact Liz at 407-359-6411

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra ·
on 2nd and
4th donation.

SP~CIAl
~10 Off ER
•.........•................•

PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
**•www.dogdayafternoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
Outdoor Marketing Crew Needed.
Work flexible hours, close to home.
· Great hourly pay + bonuses. For
more Info. Call 410-422-2001
Barn Help Wanted
Responsible and Reliable
Some experience_w/ horses
Good Pay. Call 407-489-7657
Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive brand
new cars with ads placed on them.
www.DriveAdCars.com

With Int'! co. Travel opportunities.
$7-$8/hr + Benefits! FT or PT, Full-lace
theatrical face painting in Orlando
theme parks. We train.
Call: 407-240-6380.
UCF GoldPages, the source for free
classi!ieds, job and tutor searches;
Visit www.ucfgoldpages.com. Brought to
you by Student Government Association.

If interested in joining the
Red Bull team, apply at
www.recruit.redbullmet.com.

MUSIC INSTRUCTORS WANTED
Local studio looking for violin and
drums (as well as other .
Instruments) to teach a few hours a
week to start. UCF music majors or
minors. Must be dependable_
Email· muslc.tessons@yahoo.com

. 321-235-9100

RedBulr
~]h:

ENE RGY DRI N K

Web Developer Fff, Pff
Permanent position(s) to design webbased content management systems.
Work exp. good but not necessary, will
provide training. Portfolio recommended.
REQ'D PHP, SQL, JAVASCRIPT, and
XHTML. Pff wage $17.50/hr Fff base
salary $37K and highly competitive
benefits, both compensatory on work
exp. Casual work· envir.
Fax resume w/ phone# (407)-657-1121.

BLOOD DONORS NEEDED
FOR RESEARCH PROGRAM
VaxDesign Corporation, one of central Florida's leading biotechnology research
companies, is looking for volunteers to take part in an investigational study to aid

Seeking outgoihg creative individuals to
fili air brush tattoo and caricature ·
positions at Universal. Any level of
experience wel.come. Flexible scheduling.
·
Contact Tony at 407-925-7989

in the development of an artificial immune system to test vaccine formulations.
As a participant in this research study, you would be asked to donate white blood
cells on an apheresis machine once every 2 months. Your participation could

Small stable in Geneva needs help
with stalls, and grooming. 8AM12PM Mon-Fri. $10 p.lhr. Possibility
of full time position and apartment.
Non-smokers only. 407-349-3878.

SEEKING
TAX PROFESSIONALS,
EMAIL CUSTOMER SUPPORT
AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT.

involve up to 8 sessions per year, each of which is approximately 3-4 hours long. In
appreciation for your time, you will receive compensation-Of $200 per donation.

www.vaxdesign.com/donors
Questions can be directed to 407-249-3651 or donors@vaxdesign.com . .
'

This study has b.een reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through Chesapeake Research
Review, Inc., (CRRl).a Maryland corporation,Columbia Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD 21046,

:~

Marketing
Internship

,

\'J VAXDJESKGN

Tanning Salon customer service/sales
specialists. PT/FT, Flex hours;
daytime availability a plus. Must be
outgoing and enjoy tanning. Call 407679·2230 for more info.

Most positions are seasonal.

..•

For more information or to volunteer for this study, please visit

Front desk assistant for property
management company in the Lake
Buena Vista area. PfT & FfT, flex. w/
school sched., great pay and benefits,
must be able to work weekends. Must be
N/S, bright and good w/ people.
Education a plus. Drug-free workplace,
background check performed. Fax
resume w/ desired pay w/ attn to: ,
Christina 407-938-9058.

Our positions are ideal for students and professionals.

Bartender's/Cook's needed at Mayfair
Country Club, Sanford/Lake Mary. Call
Kevin 407-322-2531 ext.111

bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times aroupd town. Mu~t
enjoy meeting new people.
Knowledge of local geography, a·
clean driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual a plus . .
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team, you'll ·see,k out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

Artist - Unique Opportunity!

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite SOO
www .dciplasma.com

. Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings_
Call 407-971-9131.

TALL,_STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS

$1400/WEEK STUFFING .
ENVELOPES @ HOME!
FT/PT, $200 Cash Hiring Bonus!
888-348-1610, 888-312-2633

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

BlackHammockAdventures.com iri
Oviedo hiring. PfT Cashier for Gift Shop,
Office Assistant and Bookkeeper
(Quickbooks). email jmarti4603@aol.com

Ready for that tru!y mouth-watering
opporlunily? The one that makes you wonder
what you've been doing. Where you've
been. And what you've been missing.

!..................................................

15-20 hours per week
3 internship credits

CONTACT CENTER OPEN HOUSE

Unwrap Something Better

Great Experience!

TUESDAY, NOV. 21ST • 3 PM - 7 PM
THURSDAY, DEC. 7TH • 3 PM - 7 PM
WEDNESDAY, DEC•.13TH • 3 PM - 7 PM

12650 Ingenuity Drive, Suite 200
Orlando, FL 32826

\•

• Develop advertising
campaigns
• Attend events
• Conduct research
• Help increase circulation
• and much more!

NO~

HIRING ALL
POSITIONS

Restaurant Management, Shift Coordinators
· &

.'

Email resume and hours of
availablity to

Now located in Research Park in Orlando!
FORTUNE Magazine's " Most Admired Software Company"

Refer a friend.
If they get hired, we wlll pay you

$50.

Send your friend's name and contact
information to orlando_hlrlng@lntult.com.
Expires 1/8/07.

MaggieJ@KnightNewspapers.com

~1ntu11~
Intuit chooses to be an equal opportunity employer.

~

~

..

~-------------------------------------------·

t _____________ ____ __________________________ !

I

Burger King Corporation is an Equal Opportunity Employer ancl. maintains a
clrug•lree workplace. TM ancl. @ 2006 Burger King Brands, Inc. AU rights reserved.

Sales
Internship

,

15-20 hours per week
3 internship credits

State of the Art Ch.ild Care Facility
S.E. Orlando ·
Waterford Lakes/ UCF Area

Performance incentives

INTUIT.COM/ORLANDO

Team Members

Please visit your local BK or visit us
www.bkcareers.com

• Provide assistance to ad dept.
• Help prep and design sales
materials
•Contact customers on special
projects
• Great Experience!

Bus Driver
Assistant teacher
House~eeper

Experience Preferred

Email resume and hours of
availablity to

Please contact Dianne @ 407-658-404 7

Markl@KnightNewspapers.com

Kids Togettter is an equal opportunit>( employer.
,-

~I

~
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Amber Diagnostics is Hiring!
Full &
Part Time positions
available immediately .
•
Outbound Telemarketer
Sales Associates
•
Sales Staff Assistant
•
Accounting Assistant

•

•

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP
$450+ 112 util. $200 sec.dep.
10 X 12 Room+ Own Bath. Quiet, 10
mins from UCF. ***Furnished if needed
(321 )243-8235

DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

Female roommate wanted to share 3/2
house with student and pit toddler.
MASTER SUITE. Aloma/ Goldenrod
$550incl 407-673-9455

10 MINUTES FROM UCF
4/2 home for sale. $5000 to buyer
Eat-n kit, split bdrms, fenced, 1car gar.
Mofiva'ted to sell.'$237,900.' Call Joyce
at Century 21 Oviedo. 407-366-5837.
For Sale - 212 Townhouse
Great Condition, Near Campus
$164,900
Stephanie 954-465-0649

Candidates must be enthusiastic with good communication skills.
Fun, fast-paced atmosphere. Great pay + Comm.. Flexible schedule
for PT. Health & IRA Benefits for FT. Employrnent@AmberUSA.com.
Call 407-438-7847, Fax 407-856-S456.

EARN FUL'L TIME PAY
WORKING PART-TIME HOURS

$8 to $15/Hour Average
Working with the top companies acros~ the nation,
we are the national leader in the telesales industry
and provide great opportunities for our part-time staff.

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
FOR SPRING SEMESTER!!! Beautiful
Brand New 513 home located 10 min.
behind UCF!lncludes internet, cable,
community pool & tennis courts. Sorry
no drinking, smoking, or pets
allowed!$600/mo· including utilities
Call Alicia (727) 501-4418
Room for rent in 5/4 BRAND NEW home
· in Avalon Park area. Looking for easy
going roommates $600/mo. all util.,
internet incl. Call Eric 407-575-73~3 .
Room for rent - Great for mature,
serious single students. Located in
Sanford off 417 - Private Bdrm, Util,
Cbl/lnternet. Use of: Living Rm, Ktch
\ W/D. FREE-Just by aiding ACTIVE
personable male WHEELCHAIR person
to BED at NIGHT, househld duties. Exp
not required. (407) 547- 6832

Fun f nvironment • Growth
Opportunities • Flexible Schedules AM/PM
$8 • $15/hr average ·Weekly Paychecks
Weekly Bonuses· Paid Training
<

Coll and Set-lip an

Room for Rent In House, UCF 10mins.
11X11 $400, $200 sec.dep. all utilities
included + cable and high speed internet.
Call Steve 407-267-4982.

Immediate Interview!

Room available $450/mo
util incl. 15 mins from UCF, will have own
bathroom and walk-in closet. Must like
dogs. Call in evenings please.
(407) 227-7579
Looking for a female roommate for a
beautiful 41212 home In
Waterford Lakes. Fully furnished, high
speed/wireless Internet, and
all utlllties Included: $530/month.
Call N.atalle 954-471-8583.
Nanny needed In Oviedo area.
Afternoons Monday-Friday & poss
weekends. 16 hr/wk. Tutoring/light
cleaning req'd. 2 school age children.
Must have own car. Bkgrd chk.
Please contact 407-366-0304
Person needed to care for 4yr old at my
home 8-15 hours/week. Must be
available on Mondays. Prior childcare
experience, references and reliable
transportation are required. Please send
resume to kwcosteUo@att.net.
Assistant to pres., PT-FT, flex hrs,
growing internet co, wide range of skills
w/ training-comp. skills, QBooks pref,
321-277-6605
F Nanny wanted in Windermere area.
Child care for preteen boys and 5 YR
old. Every other weekend. Send resume
to 813-752-9875.
Kitcen/Ollice Helper. Excellent
marketing, communication skills. Flex. MSat. $8/hr. Please call 407-339-2433.
Lawn Maintenance
PIT $9/hr
UCF area. Flex. hours.
Call 407-310-5548

Classy Homes/Vacation Homes of all
sizes I Built In 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, &.
Davenport, Rent entire home from
$1500 and up or share from $395 and
up, master $595 and up. Share the
most luxurious homes w/ others on a
joint lease. We match you perfectly w/
other professionals & pay referrals.
Call 407-716-0848, 407-334-6658
Nancepropertylnvestments.com
·

LAKE HOUSEi
211 remodeled home 'on Lake Price,
1000 sq ft. Excellent ski and
wakeboarding lake, dock, 2 minutes from
UCF. Pets ok. $1200/mo Call
407-310-5548
•
5/3.5, 2 car gar. 2600 sq. ft. 4 miles from
UCF. Conservation lot and privacy fence,
noise no problem. lile, carpet, landscape
& cable incl. $2200/mo Call 407-334-3961

Tuscawllla Townhome:
3/Bed 2.5/Bath 1/Car Gated-Comm
Pool. 1915SF $1495/mo. Nov. 30th
407-616-8859 tsteln1964@aol.com

UCf Area I Oviedo

FIT Assistant Property Manager needed
for The Gath'erings Apartments.
Experience a must. Fax resume
. (407) 998-3787
Environmental chemistry lab in Orlando
seeking a full-time entry-level person to
do GC/HPLC analysis. Recent graduate
or someone near graduation with a
sCience major. Small company, very
good pay, health insurance. Fax
resumes to 407-382-7195.
Sales Position
M-F Start $30-$50K, benefits, ins., IRA,
car allowance, apply in person Boxes
Etc., Inc. 7600 Kingspointe Pkwy #101
Orlando, FL 32819. 407-355-0907 ..

WORK ONLINE FROM HOME
23 people needed immediately.
Earn a part or full-time income.
Apply FREE onion and get started!
800-807-5176 www.wahusa.com
Enter Ad Code 1844
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Cilek on Surveys.

Beautiful 3/2 house two blocks from
UCF campus. Cathedral ceilings,
ceiling fans and big 1830 sq. ft.
Refrigerator, range, dishwasher. Quiet,
safe neighborhood. Nearly new house
ideal for couple or UCF. Incl. pool,
clubhouse, tennis. $1350/mo.
RELAWYER777@aol.com or
407-366-6979
WATERFORD LAKES HOME FOR RENT
Large 4/2 located on canal. All appl, 3
TVs, avail.immed. Includes lawn care,
community pool. $1595/mo 407-230-9066
UCF Area 3/212 new paint, ceiling fans,
all appliances including w/d, hardwood
and tile floor, fireplace, waterfront $1295/mo +sec dep. Call 407-568-7608.
FOR RENT 212.5 bath Townhouse in
Cambridge Circle (Alafaya Tri) Small
yard, $900/mo. Call Reeta
321-363-6345.
Young Pine/Curry Ford-3/2.5 twnhse
upg appl,2 car gar,avail now $1200+
$700 sec dep 321-299-4300

2br 2ba new condos for rent off E.l;ake
Mary blvd. swimming pool parking spots
new appliances tiled floors $875 a month
Call 407-454-6322

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
1,2 and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlile.com
HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1 ,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
·
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
RENTING DAYS ARE OVER!
Own for just $2500 down, no closing
costs.
Luxurious, 1,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO
For Rent
2br/1 bth $900-$1000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200 ·
2 miles from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441

412.5 bed/bath 2100 sq.ft home
located off Lk Underhill/Dean Rd.Hardwood floors,flreptace,lg
backyard $1650/mo pet friendly call
Patrick 407 595-3201
3/2.5 Home for Rent ASAP!
$1300/ mo. W/D, lawn care.use of H.O.A
amenities. Smoking and Pets OK.
407-467-3369
UCF area, Cambridge Circle 2/2.5 bath
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease.
$875 rent, $1000 security deposit
Call 321 -536-5430 or 407-221 -0601 .

Close to UCFlll Room for rent In large
home $525/mo utll. and cleaning
service Incl. Prefer female.
Call 407-341-7150.
1 room for rent in 3/2 house. Easy
access to 408 and UCF, big backyard.looking for laid back person M/F.
$350/mo + util. Call 321 -695-5526.
1 Bedroom w/ private bath avail. in 4/3.5.
$550/mo incl. util. Need deposit + 1st
month rent. Avail ASAPll
Call Gloria 321-348-3021.

CHEAP RENT! 1 Room in 4/2.5
Univ. House. $425/mo incl. util. All furn
included. Cable,tanning bed, internet and
private parking. Pool, gym. Avail. Dec.
12. Coed apt. Call Adam 321 -946-4065
ALAFAYA CLUB 1 room in 3/3
Available starting Dec. 10th
Clean roommates, Nice neighbors,
Large room w/ private bathroom
(954)612-5690 - bbernardo2@aol.com
Jellerson Lofts Apt. 1/1. Wood floors,
fully furn., utilities incl. gym, pool, hot tub,
free parking decal 1 MONTH FREE
RENT. Nice neighbors. Avail. Spring 07'
Call Jeremy 407-902-5311.
Female needed for room in a 4/2 at
Pegasus Pointe. #475/mo, everything
included. Shuttle to school. Call Rachael
321-544-5314.
Female roommate needed for Spring and
Summer semester $490/mo
Pegasus Connection 4bed-2bath
furnished/utilities included.shuttle to UCF
Call 727-457-9274 or 727-457-6368
Female roommate neededl 111 in a 4/4
apt., everything included ! Shuttle to UCF,
pool, gym, .free internet and cable, fully
furnished! Lease from Jan.-Aug. $525 a
month. Call Alex asap 813-431-0767
Female Roommate wanted for Spring
and Summer sublease at Pegasus
Pointe. Rent only"$470/month everything
included! Fully Furnished.Internet, cable
w/ HBO, Wash/Dry, Shuttle, gym, and
pool: Contact Vicky: 772-528-9693

FREE RENT NEAR UCF!

NO MORE RENT! Own a luxurious
1 ,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlite.com

FOR RENT:
I~
~Homes

**WALK TO UCF and SHUTTLE*•
.Furnished w/ W/D, DSL. 3/2 home walk
to shopping. $375/mo. Prefer
international student. N/S please email
ucl2005@bellsouth.net

Pegasus Landing. Female, 4
bedroom/4 bathroom apartment.
Building 22, Phase 3, 2nd floor,
Bedroom D. Available January 1, 2007
through July 31 , 2007. $515/month.
Call Holly, 516-680-4111 .
SPRING AND SUMMER SUBLEASE
AT TIVOLl.1 / 1 in a 3/3 apartment.
$430 rent + utilities. Back of school.
Very quiet.Shuttles every 15 minutes.Call Bret at 727-798-0238.

1 bedroom in 4/2. Furnished apt. All util.
incl. Comm. pool. UCF shuttle, we will
pay move-in fee. $490/mo.
Call 407-257-5740

312 near UCF, water Included, tennis
court, pool, gym and more. Call for
details 407-922-6480

BRAND NEW town home close to
UCF. 312.5, 1 car garage, gated
community, pool, ceramic tiling, on
pond. $1200/mon. $950 dep. Call
Prodigy Property Mgmt
(407) 718-7501

5/4 near UCF/Avalon Park area, gated
comm. For rent or sale. Buy for $525K or
rent for $1995/mo. Call Monica Braun
Keller Williams Advantage 2 Rlty
407-222-3488 Rental..407-654-2998.

Brand New 412.5 in Waterford Trails.
Community pool, tennis courts, 2,724 sq.
ft. W/D. Less then 10 m;nute to UCF.
·
Call 321 -303-~165.

Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Brope and List FREEi Call
877-367-7368 or Visit www.SUBLET.COM

Serenity at Tuskawilla- 1 , 2 & 3 bdrm
Condo homes for sale from the $130's.
Close to UCF. Lg split bdrms, pools,
gym, billiards, etc. 100% financing. Call
407-629-2256 for incentives.
www.serenitycondohomes.com

SUDO KU

3 1+
I

J.................;.................. . . .

JUST $2500 GETS YOU IN!
No closing costs, luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr
condos, Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
j
(407) 737-0529
.
www.thecre'stlife.com
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su l do l ku
© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
t hat every row,
col umn and 3x3
box contains th e
dig its 1 thro ug h 9
with no repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

CROSSWORD
2004 VW New Beetle GLS
Convertlb!e ... drk gray w/ b lk top,
gray Int .•• auto, cruise, premium
sound w/ 6 CD chngr ... GREAT"
condition, clean· CARFAX report,
LOW 23K miles! Listed $19,375;
asking $18,500 obo. Steve @ 321217-8040 or syacovelll@aol.com

Beds: All brand new: Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941
BED $130, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, still In plastic. Delivery
avail. Call 407-287-2619.
Full size mattress. Dresser w/ matching
nightstands and headbqard,TV sets,Lshape couch w/ queen pull out bed!!
LIKE NEW! 20$,30$,40$! MUST GO!
E-mail: Sparklyz99@aol.coin
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000 ; Must sell
$1250.
Set-up available. 407-831-1322
Bed 100% all brand new King plllowtop set. Must sell, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.
BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedlc type
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/
warranty. $1800 value. Must sell $495.
Delivery avail. Call 407-423-1202.
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831 -1322
BED $150, Orthopedic support New
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In
plastic Warranty, Can Deliver.
Call 407-287-2619.

i:m FOR SALE:
~Pets

ACROSS
1 Support
5 Granular
seasoning
9 Sketched
14 Jai _
15 Muttin topper
16 Unworldly
17 Delicate color
18 Pirate's take
19 Mares' young
20 Enthusiastic
applause
2~ One of three
24 Sublease a flat
25 European
country
27 Innovative
29 .Plain vanilla
33 To the _degree
36 Home of the
Heat
38 Plains dwelling
39 Henhouse
41 Bestowal
43 Faculty head
44 Vigilant
46 Severity
48 AARP
members
49 City pols
51 Unruly crowd
53 Mocks in fun
55 Sheriff's band
59 Side by side
62 Broadway
building
64 Firing line
65 Notion
67 Cheerio! ·
68 Bump in salary
69 _-do-well
70 Greek Cupid
71 Gave the eye to
72 Richard of
"American .
Gigolo"
73 Actress Russo
DOWN
1 Ulan_,
Mongolia
2 Vibrant
3 Kiel or Suez,
e.g.
4 Young tom
5 Go it alone
6 Beside

11/15/08

@ 2006 Tribune Media Servlc.e. me.
All rights reurved.

7 Durocher of
·baseball
8 Threatening to
collapse
9 Insufficiency
10 Resumed
business
operations
11 Shrinking inland
sea
12 Artifice
13 Brooding place
21 News piece
23 Roulette bet
26 Iceberg
competition
28 Sham locks
30 Imitates
31 Bring up
32 Cravings
33 Final Four letters
34 Driving expense
·
35 Busted clods
37 Eye-catching
40 Make-believe
42 Manx male
45 Picked up the
tab

Last issue solved
47
50
52
54

Heavy cord
More in Mexico
Straw hat
Handle the
helm
56 Long look
57 Firmly fixed

58 Obliterate
59 Bushy 'do
60 Blow one 's own
horn
61 Churn up
63 Aesop's loser
66 Billy_ Williams

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Boxer just over 1 year, shots,housebroken, great with klds,needs to
run and play. 300.00 with cage call
407-928-0956

m

SERVICES

HYPNOSIS to stop Smoking!
Weight Loss, Study habits, Sports, .etc.
Student discounts!!!
www.susandlll.com or 407-648-8774

Florida's Hottest Adult Dancers!
Male/Female Exotic entertainers for
whatever your reason to party! $25 OFF
when you mention this ad.
www.socoentertainment.com or
407.227.1485 $$--ALWAYS HIRING
QUALIFIED TALENT-$$

PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and w riting.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
Pregnancy testing and supportive
counseling. FREE and confidential.
Center for Women
(407) 628-5433
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-82~-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

Call STS for the best deals to ·this year's
top 10 Spring Break destinations!
1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com. Ask
about group discounts!
Germany indephs 10 day EF tour to
Germany. Depart 5/29/07 optional 10
day "home stay". Contact Mrs. Panton
pantonj@ocps.net.

Handbags wanted Louis Vuitton, Coach,
etc. top dollar paid.
Call Marie 407-222-8181

KNIGHTRO

How
places Classifieds in the

<!entral 11oriba 1uture
for as low as $4 an issue!
Owww.KnightNewspapers.com/
classifieds

fJ407-447-4555

$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
CONDO FOR SALE 2B/2B plus den,
FULLY FURNISHED, close to UCFI
Contact: Monica Braun(407)222-3488
Keller Wiiiiams Advantage 2 Rlty
www.YourRealtorMonlca.com

;

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Need to sublease for Spring and
Summer semesters. Room in Pegasus
Pointe, 212 with one male roommate who
is extremely clean and quiet. Originally
$560 a month but I am lowering it to •
$460! Please call Ryan at (954)
579-1350.

Condo's for rent 1 ,2, & 3 bedrooms,
granite, stainless steel, W/D avail in
certain units. Start at $750/mo. Please
, Call 305-785-8546

Villas at Lakeside - $1199 -

Home for sale. Beautifully remodeled.
3/2 in Waterford Lakes. Remodeled
kitchen EVERYTHING NEW. Brand new
floors, and roof. Move in ready $289,900
Please Call 407-928-4692.
View pies at www.1012oceanbreeze.com

Jefferson Lofts Apt. Female needed for
room in 4/4- $554/mo incl. util. & parking
Decal. Avail. Dec.9-July 31 (first month
rent FREE!)C:ontact Tiffany @ 71 6-9828564

Spring Sublease In Pegasus Landing
1/1 in a 414 NSF only. $510/month.
727-642-3407 or kdeedJe@yahoo.com

212 in Club at Orlando Newly renovated!
Close to UCF. Background check req'd.
$1100/mo. Call Heather 407-913-4169.

211 .5 in Waterford Lakes. 5 miles from
UCF. 121 4 sq. It. W/D, lawn
maintenance incl., great investmerit
$210,000 Call Rusty 407-421-4400.

in the student union today
or print your coupons online at
www.KnightNewspapers.coTn!

1 br in 4/2.5 in University House on
Alafaya. Avail lmmed. Lease ends Aug
'07 $445 includes everything! First month
free! Call Erin 352 359 0635

4/2 $695/mo. Water, cable, local phone
included. Across the street from UCF.
Call Matt or Marlon 407-380-6000.

UCF AREA. Addison Place
Apartments. 1/1 apts available now.
1 month of free rent.
Call 407-273-5610

Gated community close to UCF &
Valencia. 2bdrm/2bath condo mint
condition. Ready for new owner
available immediately. $167,000. Diane
Molaka, Molaka Realty
407-222-4270 call today!
www.molakarealty.com

GRAB YOUR COUPON BOOK

0
In Person:
University Court
Suite200

By Fax:
407-447-4556

(University Blvd. & Rouse Rd.)
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OFFICIAL AUTO GROUP SPONSOR FOR UCF ATHLETICS

Serving Central Florida since 1938
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NISSAN

-

Classic Nissan
is Conveniently Located
on S.R. 436 between
Colonial and -University.
in East Orlando
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·IVIAZDA
"BUMPER TO UMPER
''
'

)J

LIMI I ED W.ARRA.NTV
48 MONTHS.OR 5/lOOO MILES

')'

AM/FM/CD, Power Wimfows,
Power Locks, Keyless Entry,
Automatic, Air Conditioning

Stk #6C246790
Stk #6N404349

#71621197

WELL EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPfED!

I

')

. \ ')

Lease from

$

***
Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tiit Steering Wheel

'IMO

Model Code:05716

with $2,600 down

A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, CO Player

•')
FROM ONLY

$

Stk #6L5604Bl
Stk #6L584674

+

,

•.'J

'J

+

Model Code:42216

),

,

OFF

MSRP

A;c, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
UP TO

ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels

Stk #6C558115
Stk #6C560067

2006 MOTOR TREND
SPORT/UTILITY .
OF THE VEAR.

4X4, Power Locks, Power Windows,
Cruise Control, Keyless Entry and
Alarm, A/C, AM/FM/CO,
Rear Bumper Steps

28 TO CHOOSE FROM

Save Up To

•J

+

OFF

MSRP
Model Code:04416

Air Conditioning, Power Accessories, Automatic Dynamic Stability J:ontrol,
244 H.P Turbo Charged, ABS Brakes, Side Airbags, 18" Wheels
FROM ONLY

*

/M~ ~

·Cash back from Nissan on oew 2006 Altimas. 2006 Xterras, 2006 Sentras, 2006 Frontiers (including Crew Cab} and 2007 Versas. Offers expire on January 2, 2007.
Csnnot be combined with other offers. "Deferred interest added to contract balance and payable over remaining contract term. New purchases only. Subject to credit approval.
Not available in Pennsylvania. See Nissan dealer for details. Nissan, the Nissan Brand Symbol, NMAC and Nissan model names are Nissan trademarks. ©2006 Nissan North America, Inc.
••'.3.6-month cl~ed-eild lease with $2.600 l~al due at lease inception, which indudes: First payment of S199, security deposit of $0, and cash or.trade equ11y of $1.700. All advertised
pncmg does not include tax or tag. 12,000 miles per year. any overage will be $0.15 per m~e. With approved credit to qualified buyers, 640 Beacon Credit Score required. Severity or credit
may alfe<:t down payment and APR. All bankruptcies must be discharged. + Savings based on dealer discount and/or factory rebate. Example: 2006 Nissan Sentra 1.8S (MSRP of $17,415),
includes factory rebate of $2.250 and a dealer rebate of $1,150. Nissan Sentra 1.8S sale price $14,015. 2006 Nissan Xterra (MSRP of $28,745), includes factory rebate of $1,000, dealer
cash of $1 ,000. end a dealer rebate of $2,500. N•ssan Xterra sale pnce $24,245. Dealer document processing fee or $599 is not included in advertised prices. All rebates and incentives
assigned to dealer. All offers not to be used in conj~nction. All vehides subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors.

+All prices plus tax, tag, and tiUe. Must finance Mazda 3i and Mazda CX-7 through dealer to qualify for$1 ,000 cash. ++Savings based on dealer discount and/or factory rebate. Example: 2006 Mazda
Tribute includes factory rebate of $3,000, $500 MAC Cash and/or dealer discount or $2,500, '24-monlh closed-end lease with SO lolal due at l0<>sc inception. which includes: First payment of SO.
security deposit of SO and cash or trade equity of SO. All advertised pricing does not include tax or tag. 10,500 miles per year, any overage will be $0.15 per mile. With approved credit to qualified
buyers. Severity or credit may affect down payment and APR. All bankruptcies mus! be discharged. Oealer document processing fee or $599 is nol included in advertised prices. All rebates and
Incentives assi ned to dealer. All offers notto be used In con·unction. All vehicles sub'ectlo ior sale. Pictures for Hfustration ur ses on! . Not"" nsible for
ra lea! errors.

SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9• Sat 9-9 Sun 11-6
SERVICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 7-6 •Sat 8-5

NISSAN

MAZDA
HWY 436 BetWeen Colonial & University Blvd. Next to Classic Nissan

~-SSS-NEW-NISSAN

1-800-639-7000

1-888-639-6471

.,

SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9• Sun 1i-6
SEP ICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 7-6•Sat8-5

HWY 436 Between Co~onlal a University Blvd. Next to Classlc Mazda East

www...classicnissan.t:om

..,

wwW-classicmaz

.,

